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ROUGHING IT

Student Version

You are about to read and discuss Mark Twaints Roughinst It, a book
about a journey across the Great Plains and Rocky Mountains to the Nevada
mining frontier in 1861. It was written about ten years after the actual
trip was made and was published In 1872. Thus in Mark Twain's career
It appeared four years before The Adventure of Tom Saw- er
(1076 and twelve years before The Adventures of cklobernn 1884),
which is also about a journey.
el
In 1861, of course "Ii5.ark Twain" did not exist; the stin comps
young man (he was 26) who made westward trip was known only by his real
name, Samuel Clemens. It might be said, howeVer, that although he didn't
know it at the time Sam Clemens really went to Nevada to get Mark Twain
born, for it was as a reporter on the jade% City
e *rise that he first
e name itself
began to use the pen name that was to become so famous.
was a joke: it was a technical term used during soundings of the river bottom on the Mississippi, meaning two fathoms deep--about twelve feet, that
is: not very "deep, " really, althouLh deep enough for navigation. The
name became a household word, and the lansiliar "Mark" came to be used
of the writer 1:0* people who would not have ktreamed of caning, him anything

but Mr. Clemens in the flesh.

The first six and a half pages (xix-xxv) of the Foreword to the Signet
edition of the book will provide you in brief space with a few facts about the
bookts composition and the "thread of autobiographical continuity that runs
through it. You are urged to read them, for it is Important to understand
the kind of thing you are dealing with. We have said, for instance, that both
Hurerry Finn and Route It are about journeys; both of them are
very much American journeys, one of them downriver on a raft from a
town in northern Missouri, the other westward in a stagecoach--"an imposing cradle on wheels, " as Mark calls it, "drawn by (six handsome horses.
Both of them devote much space to what may as well be called "the adven-

tures of the road, " for rivers have always been roadways. There is, however, some difference between the two books. H c.klehe
is, as we
am omens' father
say, "pure" fiction. By that we probably mean
was not a drunken savage and Sam never made a trip down the river on a
go west with
raft with a runaway slave; whereas Sam Clemens in 1861
'great expectahis brother, he Ad write letters home to his mother about
tions" as a gold and silver prospector, and he da finally admit failure in that
venture and get a job on the Virginia City newspaper that paid hint a weekly
wage that was a sorry comedown from his dreams of fabulous wealth in the
goldfields.

cannot be read as an enHowever, as our editor points out,
tirely dependable account of the actual expe eaggregathe author in 1861. It
is a stranp and tantalizing and (for some people puha ) an map*
nor pure and
book in that it is neither pure fiction like Hucldebe
A
pendable autobiography like, say,
How are we to tiU it?

iItf

N

47.
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It is perhaps advisable after all to take it simply as a work or tne unatg4-nation based in part on fact, We are perhaps encouraged to do so by the
author himself*, who although of course he writes in the first person singular, never gives that "I" a proper name. We may think of that "I, " then,
the story-teller himself, as the a
ous "here of the book. Since "Mark
Twain" was in a sense a fictitious character we may think and speak of the
hero as "Mark, " but some readers may prefer simply to be content with
the word "hero," It is safer to do so. 'Mark" was not to be trusted. He
was always pulling the leg of his reader. Let us not be taken in.
What else can be said about how to take the book? What is it really
about? What, that is, is its subicct?
We have already said that it is about a journeyactual)/ it is about
several journeys: one long one, carrying the hero in twenty days over the
1700-mile trail to Carson City, Nevada (he reaches his destination in
Cahpter XXI); and several short ones into the country around the frontier
town. You will first of course be most concerned with the long journey
westward, and reading that part of the book you will be made aware of a
peculiarity of the book's form. Its form is determined by the subject, the
journey, the adventures of the road. The incidents of the story are provided by the chances of the trip. Things happen to the hero, he does not
make them happen, He is at the mercy of the trail, the country, and the
weather. No event has air necessary, connection with the event inmediately

pzenatftE it, IW kind of narrative form is calreaToisodE7'

It is however not enough to say simply that the book's subject is a

journey, or several journeys. The hero, for instance, is a part of the book's
subjectwithout him, of course, there could be no journey. What questions
might be asked about the hero? (A discussion of any book always begins
with questions, whether the discussion takes place in a clastroom or elsewhere, In the classroom the teacher supplies some of the questions. You
cooperate by asking others. Lesrning to ask the right questions is an important part of education. Work at it. One must alivays remember that in
discussing a work of literature many of the questions do not have one right
answer, in the sense that a problem in algebra has one right solution.)
tJ

Why does the hero go west? He supplies his own answers to that one
in the first chapter: to have romantic adVentures and also to get rich.
These answers can be called motives: psychological Impulses or forces
that make us do things. Motti/es agii take the form of eltpectitions: to
wish for something it often also to hope and expect that they will come true.
Ropes and expectations are often experienced as day- dreams, which May
be called aisles; and fantasies fUrnish the material, the subject, of
many book*. The hero's nititives, expectations, fantasies are important

elements in the subiect of FLoughitut Its

This, then, leads to another important question: what happens to the
erotire3tpeOtatiOhs
fantedies, in the col:tilie of his experiences? Do
Writ out to be true or faldel
Such questions add to,t)ur interest* reading any narrative, and our

desire to" ind---intWern to them creates * boding in Ali that- is sometimes

-3called suspense. Will the hero get the girl? Vie are held in a state of suspense until we find out. 'Trill the hero get the gold? We are held in a state

of suspense until we find out. It would be unfair to reveal the conclusion
of a detective story to someone who has not yet finished it. It takes away
the pleasure of suspense.

Another point can be made. The word "reality" is often taken to be the
opposite of the word "dream. " Many, many books and plays center upon
the difference between dream and nality, between illusion and truth. Since
dreams and illusions are by definition false to the truth of our experience,
they may often be dangerous. Vie could not live without them, but if we live
too much with and in them we may become very troublesome neighbors,
friends, liUsbawis, wives. An children most of us spend a good deal of
time in our own private dream worlds. Growing is partly a process of
moving out of the dream world into the real one. Knowing what's what.
Learning not to expect too much. This process, you will discover, is also a part of the subject of
It. Be on the lookout for examples of
the experience. Are discoveries t certain dreams are false happy ones?
If the book at times seems to say m, is the negative answer really all of it?
In talking about the hero we have of course also been talking about
mint g view. The point of view of
I is the point where the hero
staMs iiera-rt book: the first persem
r. The "I" stands at the center
of things. Now would the effect be different if the book had been written in
the third person? See how it would work at the beginning:

Jim Jones's brother had just been appointed Secretary of Nevada Territory, an office that Jim thought was most majestic. Jim coveted his
brother's distinction and his financial splendor, Furthermore, the
position meant he was going to travel! You see, Jim never had been
away from home, and the word "travel" had a seductive charm for hhn.
Can you explain the difference between this way of writing it and the way the
first page actually goes? It is useful to speculate about point of view in this
fashion.

Point of view is often used in a somewhat different sense. "What's your
point of view about this?' we often say to a friend, meaning by the question
what do you g, c about it, how do you gel about it, what is your attitude
toward it? We have already begun a discussion of point of view in this
sense, the hero's point of view, in raising some questions about his daydreams about adventure and becoming wealthy. His dreams and fantasies
express his attitudes toward experience, toward himself, toward his own
;future. t
of view in this sense Ise as we have seen, a part of the book's
subject. t owever, something else may be said about it.
The man who is telling the story is obviously different in some ways
from the hero the story is ,gam Notice there sentences on the first page:
"I was young and ignorant, and I envied my brother,
I bad never been
away, from horns, and that word 'travel" had a seductive charm for me, "
The past type supplies the clue: "I was" means I am not now raga and
ignorant, 'I had never" means I have
been away from home (does it
mean also that travel no longer has a seductive charm for him? ). Thus

,

-4there are two points of view in the story. One is that of that young and
ignorazt man leaving home for the first time and full of dreams and expecta"
tions about what lies ahead. This is the Tenderfoot. The other is that
of the mature man who has learned worldly wisdom and can take a condescending and ironic attitude (point of view) toward the young man he was,
his hero: the Forty-Niners the Old-Timer. The book is about the way in
which the Tenderfoot became the Old-Timer.
,0

Do you begin to see how interesting and even complicated terms like
subject, !arm, and point of view become when you try to apply them to the
book itself? It is all a part of the fun of it.

The fun of it! Up to this point we have perhaps neglected the best part
of the fun J1, we have been a little too solemn and achoolteacherish (isn't
that a fine word?) about a book that has so much wit and hurv.orlit it, so
many chuckles and guffaws (for young and old, as a publisher's ad might
say, publisher's ads being what they are). However, to be solemn for just
another moment, one may say that the book's humor comes primarily not
from the Tenderfoot (he doesn't know enough to be veryq about things)
but from the Old Timer. The Old Timer may as well be ached Mark Twain,
the famous entertainer, the genius of the lecture platform.

cF

It is perhaps "not right, " as Mark himself might have said, to work too
hard at analyzing humor: there is a danger of analyzing humor out of existence. Perhaps here, then
hen, it will be sufficient simply to call attention to
some examples of how the
works in the book and let it go at that.
Sometimes it appears in the form of the humorous anecdote, for exampli
the story of the dog and the coyote in the fifth chapter. The coyote is introduced first and is made to appear a thoroughly disreputable character. He
is always poor, out of luck and friendless. The meanest creatures despise
him, and even the fleas would desert him for a velocipede." But he is fast
on his feet and he is smart -at least smart enough to provide the innocent
dog who takes out after him with a liberal education.. The coyote teases him
along, plays his game with him for a while but finally gets tired of that
sport, seeming to say, just before leaving him behind forever:

'Well, I shall have to tear myself away from you, bub--business is
business, and it will not do for me to be fooling along this way all day.'
--and be is off, leaving the dog "solitary and alone in the midst of a vast
solitude` The dog has learned ajessop. He returns sadly to the wagon

train feeling "unspeakably mean, h and "hangs his #ail at half-mast for a week.
And thereafter*

whenever there is a great hue and cry after a coyote, that dog will
merely glance in that direction without emotion, and apparently observe to himself, "I believe I do not wish any of that pie. "
Having been educated by an Old-Timer, the dog is a little less of a Tenderfoot. The story is an amusing summary of one of the. book's subjects.

"r4,,1rMI°7:54-X,r`rts,nrr!-,".771-%Mr4S74*r=a1,-IM.ra."7""r

-5Sometimes lit appears as humor of characterization (as indeed it does
in the anecdote just described). There is the talkative woman who joins
the travelers in the stagecoach in the second chapter, who says to them
when she is about to disembark: "liblkalll tell t'ou't I've always ben kind
oloffish and partic'lar for a gal that's raised in the weds
but when
people comes along which is my equals, I reckon I'm a pretty sociable heifer
after all." Sometimes it takes the form of the Tall Tales which you may
be familiar with in the stories of Paul Bunyan, Davy Crockett, and other
legendary or near-legendary figures in American folk literature. A good
example in Rou
...is the description of the "Washoe Zephyr" in Chapter
ma* introdne on 127 as "a soaring dust-drift about the size of the
United States set up edgewise. " Although it hid Carson City from view,

Still, there were sights to be seen which were not wholly uninteresting
to newcomers; for the vast dust-cloud was thickly freckled with things
strange to the upper air -- things living and dead, that flitted hither and

thither, going and coming, appearing and disappearing among the rolling
billows of dust - -hats, chickens, and parasols sailing in the remote
heavens; blankets, tin signs, sagebrush, and shingles a shade lower;
door-mats and buffalo-robes lower still; shovels and caal-scuttles on
the next grade; glass doors, cats, and little children on the next; disrupted lumber yards, light buggies, and wheelbarrows on the next; and
down only thirty or forty feet above ground was a scurrying storm of
emigrating roofs and vacant lots .
tradition says the reason there
are so many bald people there is, that the wind blows the hair off their
heads while they are looking skyward after their hats.
Elsewhere the humor appears simply as fun, play, with words, as in the Ianwage used by Mr. Ballou late in the book. Mr. Ballou has an almost artistic feeling for the use of "big words for their own sakes, and independent tof
any bearing they might have upon the thought he was purposing to convey.
Yet he used them so easily and naturally that "one was always catching himself accepting his stately sentences as meaning something when they really
meant nothing at all." For Mr. Ballou, horses can be "bituminous from
long deprivation. " Lost in a snowstorm, and discovering that he and his
comrades have been traveling in a circle for two hours, he ejaculates:
"By George, this is perfectly hydraulic!" And of the man who got them
into that fix, he remarks that he "did not know as much as a logarithm!"
In other places the humor appears in the form of understatement or something like it, as when in Chapter
Cheer ma the blood from a man's wends running
down over his horse's sides
the animal look quite picturesque, " or
when in the second chapter Bemis, who has accidentally shot a mule, is
"persuaded" by its owner with a shotgun to buy it, even though "Bemis did
not want the mule. " So it goes. The fun of it comes from anecdote and
characterization, wild exaggeration, play on words, understatement. Lie
in wait for it Make the most of it.

For some of you the reading of Rough/tut It may be your first experienc'
with Mark Twain. Next year in the tenth grade you will in all likelihood
study in class The Adve ur
Buckle r
Both books, which you
can then compare, tell us much
1116Wibout foryd the American West, its
values, attitudes, humor, and concrete circumstances: the story of the
people, our grandparents and great-grandparents, who went west and grew
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-.7ROUGHING IT
QUESTIONS FQR DISCUSSION

You_will not he able to discuss in class everything you-read, Your
teacher will tell ,you -which episodes to prepare for-careful consideration.
The following questions are offered as a guide to stimulate your ideas, and
to suggest other questions that the reading may arouse in your own mind.
V:Otz:might
them useful as a review for your incbpendent reading, or as
will help you look for important things as you read along.
clues that will
Chapter 1
1. The opening chapter not only provides the reason for the journey
west, but it sets the tone for the whole book. What kind of writing does the
author lead you to expect? The last paragraph, for instance, contains
obvious exaggerations: What is the effect of this?

2.

What kind of person do you judge the author to be? Find as many
character-revealing clues as you can in this chapter.
Chanter 2
e,-1
{

How did the author and his brother demonstrate their lack of
knowledge 'of the west by the luggage they prepared for the journey?
1.

2.

How efficient were the weapons with which the passengers awned

themselves? Does the author regard them as useful for defense? How
do you know? What is the effect of the word "persuaded" on p. 32?
3.

How does Marl: Twain, in a very few words, manage to give you a
picture of Bemis, the stage driver, and the woman passenger? Comment
upon especially striking words and phrases.
4. How does the autsor make this episode with the woman passenger
amusing?
"SP'

5. Find an example of metaphor in the episode. How is it developed?
':i7hat is its effect on you?

Chapter 3.

1. This chapter begins with an incident that happens on the fourney,
the, broken thoroughbrace. List the topics that follow. Is this what the
opening incident leads you to expect? Why does the digression not irritate
the render?

2. Re-read the description of the jack rabbit, noting the many details.
Which oneceniphasise,the ludicrous aspects of the animal? How does- Twain
suggest the great speed. of.the creature?
3. Explain thespignifi,4a. nee of Twainis, reference to "Lilliputian birds, "
- and ''Brobdingnag.

-

"

,-.,".... ^,

.3.

V

4. Why was sagebrush so important-in the western deserts?

4

5. Do you think the "gentle' Statement of fact" which closes the chapter
is enough to choke a camel to death? Why do you-think Twain inserted the
yarn about the camel? Do you believe it? Do you think the author expected
you to?

In this chapter the author gives a detailed description of the stage
stations, and of th, status er4oyed by the driver. Does the tone c the
writing betrey-the author's opinion of the system?
2. Writing about the comb provided by the stage station, Twain says

'It had come down from Esau and Samson.' Explain this.
3. Explain the reference to Sodom and Gomorrah,

j
j

4. The chapter ends with an account, written some years later, of a
train journey over the same territory. Does the, contrast heighten the
hardships of coach travel, or do you think it an unnecessary addition? Give
reasons for your verdict. That is your reaction to it as a reader living in
the jet age?
Chapter 5

1. This whole chapter is devoted to an actount of the coyote. Much of
the power of Twain's description lies in his careful selection of words. For
example, he presents the coyote as an outcast among animalsaby the use of
such words as "furtive, " "slinking, " "spiritless, ",, 'cowardly' that have a
despicable connotation. How does Twain portray the dog? Find words and
phrases that are particularly expressive.
2. This whole account of the coyote and the town dog might be read
as a,fable. Ho* could the moral-be applied to the experiences of the author
in Western society?
g

Chapter 3

This is an informat iv* chapter telling-about the levels of the stage
coach organization: How-has the author kept it interesting?
Chanter 7
1, Clearly the account of Bemis's buffalo hunt is a typically Amerift

can tall tale. go* has Twain's use of dialogue rendered it more plausible?
.2, Why do your suppose the author- elided the chapter with the anecdote
about the cat that ate coconut?

3. What did Bemis; Mean when he mid his Allen weapon was "so cow.
founded comprehensive?'

-9

..

Chapter 8
1, How does 1Vlitrk Twain build up a feeling of suspense before the
Pony Rider flashed past the.stage coach?
.

.

2. Is there really arrj.similarity between. a person intrigued by the
novelty of seeing alkali water for the fixst time, and a careless mountain:
climber who causes: an avalanche? What is the effect of this bit of logic on
the reader? How does it prepare for the final anecdote of the Indian raassacr(
3. Referring to the hundred and thirty-three people who all claimed
to be the sole survivor of the massacre, Mark Twain says, "There was no
doubt of the truth of it. I had it from their own lips. " What kind of statement would you call that?
4. Do you think these westerners expected Mark Twain and his brother
to believe them? What do you gather is the western attitude toward newcomers; especially from the. east?
..

chaattk
1. How does the author convey the feeling that Laramie Peak is a
living presence dominating the Black Hills? Does this help to set the atmosphere of hostile Indian country? How?
2. Apparently the Indiana are not the only source of danger and vialence in the west. What does this chapter tell you about the typical inhabitants of the region?
3. Explain why a man of Sladele reputation was invaluable to the stage
coach company. What does it tell you about this society?

4. Find an example of Twain's humor in the first paragraph of this
chapter. Does it fit the circumstances? How does it differ from the playful exaggeration of earlier episodes? Does it in any way reveal the author's

opinion of life in the west?
Chapters 10 and 11

Once again Twain interrupts the account of his journey, this time tó
discuss. the, character of Slade. These two chapters are given over entirely
to a consideration-of this famous outlaw.
1.. How did the Slade the author met compare with the legendary accounts of the man?
Vylly Aid Twain,hesitate ta label. Slade a coward, even though he
did notraeet his,cleath with much courage?

Discuss Sladels character.

What quality do you think he lacked?

fo

is
Cluinter42-

1. Once again T%lain makes use of per
in his description
of the. Itockttelountains, Find-asifinany Maziplet ar,ryou issicu -lend -ate
how hOhasms.naged-to convey-06*We bind majesty of Vie- Oceinetly through.

this device:

.

-

2. Mantincidentit WM. been peeked intb this -thiacter. Litt them in

ordere----and-coMinent upon the:way theauthor haw made them Itteretting

to the reader. -used.

3. Find maniples of humor and discuss the technique*. the author leas
jk...lers 6

These four chapters deal wftlithe author's stay in and around-Salt Lake
Caw though, in Twain's own words, hi and his fellow travellers left it
"not sO
-srnuch wiser,. as ,reprft the th/ormotrquestion,1 than" when we
arrived.-"
:a Writer revel .th his attitudes' not
by direct statement,
but also gfi
the details te:choOseiet to write about4; as well the tone of
the-telling:
I do noon think is Mark Twain's opinion tAt -the -Mormons?' Find
places In the narrative that you believe betray his sentinients..
preparad
to discuss- thist in class, and _give rest:sons fot your assertions,
chanter 17
.

1. There is a great deal of 'loony in this chapter- as Mark Twain dis

cusses: the interpretation of facts, and passes *comment Upon the value Judg-

ments-of pioneer society. Find examples, and discuss them In class.

2. To what does Twain refer when he says "We seemed to be wasting
our substance in riotous living"?
3. How does Twainas account of the episode with the halfebreed bootblack betray his prejUdice- about Indians? Have you detected this attitude
before? When?

44 The author makes some interesting comments upon
stundards of language usage. TOward the bottom of page 112, he pokes fun at
the stilted eXpressiontlf "Oreat.authors'i: on.page.'113-flist line) he-roenBoris hotrhisiown-grammar is ridiculed by the westerners. Do you remember other occasions when he has commented upon the language used in the
west? HoW ivouldlowdescrthelheauthoes. oi11 langUage anclatYle?-

-Look-agsitiattheliiitotthingt Mark Twain-says Maki happiness(lestveragraph).,.,:rWhatlythe toneotthis-paragraph?'- Ikr*.would--you des*
cribe:the lest isentence2

11i.

Notice bow:the piling(ofidettilupon detaireniPbasizartheirdentleas
-n

r

,

-;

.

.,

..:

heal and torturing dryness of the desert. See how many differeit thinp
Twain raenegme.=

.

_

.'2. '_Describing the alkali desert, Twain writes:_._71magintra vast,
..,
waveless ocetn\stricken dead and turned to ashes." What do.we call the figurea of- speech'used here? Why are they effective?
,

.

.

.

.3, in the final para gra ph, Twain complains that his narrative seems
"broken and dointed in places," Is this a fault, or does it contribute

to the misery of the experience?

"The poetry was all in the anticipation, " said Twain.. Can. you.
relate this to a
in the first chapter? Does reality in this book
usually fall, short of
dream? Discuss this in terms of your own exm
periences,
Al.

Chapter 19

Once again the author finds real* harsh and ugly; as he did crossing
the deiert. The,Goshute Indians have disenchanted him, shattering the
"noble-savage" imazge built by the "Mellow moonshine of romance. Do
you consider his evaluation fair-tund objective? Discuss the emotional overtones of his descriptions; for example, they "embezzle carrion from the
buzzards. " Compare Twain's reporting with that of a scientist.
Chapter 20

Why do you think the author devotes a whole chapter to the repetition
of a single, untrue anecdote? What indirect comment is he making about
western culture?
$.1

chapter 21

1. This chapter marks the end of the journey, and the author's initiation into the ways of Carson City. In your own words, describe the kind
of peoge who lived there, and the surroundings they lived in.
2.. Sometimes Twain's humor uses the irony of understatement, and
.sometimes exaggeration.. Find examples of both in this chapter,
PIM examples of simile and metaphor that add to the effectiveness
of Twain's descriptions.
.

4 How has the author picturedisiinself throughout this first past of
the book? What were the expectations of the young man who set out as
private Secretary to5 the Secretary ,.of Nevada Territory? Whet:happened
to,4101e extravagant-Area= as-thersame facoto face withlisality? _What
to .fade?
inciiielittin particular-. cautedIthe.,dre,
5.. E x p e r i e n c e i s a great teacher, as Twain found out during his stay
in the.-Teititork.,' e,The:fabli:ofgthetcoyote-anithe:10wnf dog:that: you - discussed

er*illustratetthilvviell;;;-:MhatoOtberIclUes didlounoticeathatfauggeL
at the innocent dreams of
that an older and wiser Mark Wain is la
younger and less worldly-wise brother of the ecretary who set out on the
journey?
-askam

Char *era 22 and 23

ofritoc.
loon

was the son -of an Ohio plabob. I thisterm.

.

2, Wig did the author refer to .his.boat_trips on Lake Tahoe as "balget:f.'"
eStaileS,
-;:
=

3. What picture of himself does the author draw. in these chapters?
Give exampleg.

4. Man deerolv destined iverto-rhe driven out of the "Garden of Eden. "

What circumstance, compelled Twain and Johnny to leave their idyllic existence on the. lake

5. Why do you think the author included the final paragraph (p. 141)?
-:-/ould the narrative have been`complete Without it?

6, On p, 127, yead again the description of Carson City. Now turn
to II. 137 and read again the first paragraph describing the timber ranch.
What differences do you notice in the styles? Whiih one is factual and
realistic? What kind of detail does it.-contain? Note the sensory impressions
and more Ornate style of the other passage, Is this realism or fantasy? How
does the author's Turpose differ in the two descriptions?
.

Chanter 24'

1. Pick out examples of exaggeration, aud'tliscuss the effect they:: .
p roducer on the read*.

2. Who is telling the story, the older, wiser Mark Twain, or the
yoUng. ignorant Tenderfoot? Is this aspect exaggerated too?
3. Which descriptive words are particulatly effective in painting a
picture ofthe horse? What senses do they appeal to?

tiLaatiA
I. Has government bureauclitcy- changed since- TWainis day? What is
the tone of this chapter? Cite examples that reveal Twain's opinion of
_government:operationS.
,

t

Chanters 26-30
Ciiange fn the author CIO these five 'chapters reveal? Do you
Aspect it to. be permanent? Give reasons for your answer.

ra n
yoVt

0. ,..

nit spa
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i+

xis Mtoday

ExPlaiti Y000-ns,WPPI

-

4eride

`iiropt conee
and' Silver
jai' and reiptiailiblel DO
e'as greatly ap they did then?

r
"

itwukikely glistrteltwo young.
lawyers, a eixty-year-old blacksmith, and the author. Which did the author

.13..
find the most interesting companion? Whit was his:Spetiiitutaliiiit"?
Watidid-Mr47,Billou usebig *order/When he didn't knotiV iliblit they meant?
Comment on some that Mark Twain found especialty amusing,
4. "We sire descended from dosertaatiungilig Arabi, " said'arains
Comment upon this theory as an explanation of the universal joy of "camping
}MI

5 Why do yotithink the anther said (p, 163) "like the rest-of the world,

I still go. on. underrating men of gold and glorifying men of micad?

6. What lessons did Twain's Humboldt experience teach him? Do you
think it qualified him to look into the affairs at Esmeralda?

7. How did the Indians know the flood was coming? The author wus

unable to explain it. Could you?

vters 3i>, .124MAL
1. Briefly, retell in your own words the main events that took place

on the journey from Honey Lake Smith's to Carson.

2. HOw does Twain convey so dramatically the bullying Arkansas and
his humiliating defeat at the hands of the landlord's wife? Why is dialogue
more powerful here than third person descriptive prose?

3. How "sincere" was the "reform" of the men who thought their
last night on earth had arrived? Is this typical of human behavior?
Chapters 34.41

I. Ho* does the practical,joke played on General Buncombe reflect
the westerners° attitude toward "emigrants"? Why do =you think they resented outsiders? Comment upon the General's name. Compare the way
t his story is told with the way the Waiihoe Zephyr is described.
2. Why was Captain John Nye a good traveling cotapanion? Illust rate.

3. Why did Twain become ,a laborer in a qUarti mill? Did you expect
the job to3iist? Give your reisons.
4. Do you think Twain really believed the legend of the Whiteman
cement mine? Why do you think he went along with Higbie?

,

some. grephic -description'. of *the pheiwznena, that make

uniquepace. List Some .ofthe things hewriteiraboutthat
ski*, his insatiable curiosity in-the world around him? How does this curiosity contribute to Twain's ability as a writer?
fAcino- Lake

.

Whit Wii$Alie;;authorlit',,rifaction4o "Strildngtt rich1-1 Were you
ilOrtiriiied10,1earif that he knit' his .claiat Giveyour,:relisOns.-.

.14.
Now that you- have completed the-first part of ftudggigAr-loalewback
through it, and be prepared to discuss the following qlOartiolis,

p.209 TWain describes his career as "slothful, valuelagis heed'
less.11 Is this-a true evaluation of the author as he has revealed-111*SW
).,

in Ititbustoing_#?

26 With the seitrof your lib le
find out Ill you can about Samuel
Clemens.. Compare this penion with the Mark Twain that emerged acs you

read
the basis

It. Are they the sane person? Or ere they different? On

your findings, would you say Rougliima is an autobiography?

3. How many journeys does the author make in Roughing It ? What
factual information about western pioneer society does the account of each
journey impart to the reader? 'Compare it with KonfTiki and the other
travel literature you read in the 8th grade. Would you call this a comparable
account of a travel experience?

4. In the 7th grade ycu read a story abOut a *rimy, 'The Price of thee
by John Raven., At that time you discussed the idea of a journey
symbolizin self discovery. Do you think Mark Twain's journeys brought
about any
flge in him.? If so, how would you describe it?
5. Does the story of the coyote and the town dog In Chapter 5 remind
you of a story you read in the 7th grade? Could it be thought of as summarizing one of the book's themes? In what way? Vlhat do we call this kind of
story? What other theme of folk mythology of the American west does Mark
Twain write about?
6. Dissatisfaction with life as it is seems to be a universal human ex-

perience. Many ancient stories tell about a time when life was perfect-ft

the Garden of Eden of the Old Testament, and the Golden Age of ancient

Greece, among others, Man is forever trying to recapture this lost perfection. At what point in the book does the author come closest to the
happy state? Dc you think it is an attainable dream? Give your reasons.
7e What do you think was Mark Twain's reason for going to Carion
with his brother in the first place? How had
inotier. canal-110u by the
time he twepra prospecting? Do you see any relationship between the two
dreams? Ho* does the dream compare with the reality? Do you think Mark
Twain did become a richer man because of the experience? Explainyour
answer.
In answering the foregoing questions, you have discovered that
doss not; confine itself to any one ,sublect, Write a summary
of the
ere* things that Mark Twain deals with in this book both on the
concrete level. and on the abstract level,
*14*

4,44 #::Clei)147.#1?

you 011304 the Fo
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19VC:fitt-Iftera Ng* .Y04'
pare
Where
4044 cor4Shute _to the letary,
4.11e-uttrrat
5*.e ?

401.'

pattern,

laser Mark Twainorganized the-adVentures he is writing about?

IS Writ:tin * the fix* perison; but you hio.ve learned
Mein the
the.author, you
you have
2.above. Bit an 2400 has other ways Of
poi of vi air
- to the'readet. SOme of these ways you have
OiscuHed,in thetquestions following each chapter. Using examplecfrom
Ihetext,
Ore to be the aUtliOria attitudes and beliefs
Obncerniiii tee- in the tire et, and the lessons he learned from his experiences.
1

-

1. Mark 11.1tain reprints an account of a railroad journey, made
several years later, covering the same distance he traveled by stage coach.
Write an account of-the journey Made a hundred years later by jet airplane,

comparing it with the train journey.

2. Mar y.tinies during the early.part of the journey Twain comments
upon the feeling of freedom as civilization is left behind. When he arrives
at the frontier, the illusion is shattered by the reality of a lawless existence.
At lietaiiiitheited later about the journey through the desert, "the poetry
was all in the anticipation. h Does civilization limit freedom? Can freedom
exist without la*? wife a paragraph or two explaining what you understand
freedom to Mean.
3. The fables of Aesop were told to teach a truth about human behavior.
DO you think Mark Twain is doing the same thing with his story of the coyote
and the town dog? How does the author himself fit into the fable? Write a
brief acCount- of what you think the fable is saying about-life on the frontier,
and'The part the author plays there.
4. What kind of person was attracted to the frontier? Would these men
be able to establish settled societies?

5. Mark Twain tells, in -NiggNazik, how an aura of glory surrounded
the person of the stage coach diver, who assumed heroic proportions in the
eye t: of hiinible folks.

coz-nrat Lied upon the legends that developed

around Slade. How does a man become a myth? Can you name more recent
personalities who have become legendary?

6. What has repliCed the frontier in modern society? Who are the
heroes of this age? Compare these "pioneers" with those of the old west.
Must man always have frontiers to conquer and heroes to worship? Write
a few paragraphs expressing your ideas.
7. Re-read Twain's account of Bully Old Arkansas and the landlord.
Using dialogue, write an account of a real or imaginary incident; for example, a political speaker being heckled by a member of the crowd. an umpire
being challenged by an angry ball player; a timid student- being "picked on"
by the school bully. Use yOur imagination. Try to get across to the reader
thefeel" Of the situation through the words you make the characteri say.

G

aggedesUsiat
vi im.WEggrateeLs
a map for the bulletin board tracing Mark Twain's journey
to
Carson
Citr, and maridng the two shorter trips to Lake
by stage coa
Tahoe and Humboldt rattles° Indicate the time taken to make the journey
by stagecoach, by train, by automobile, and by airplane..
1.

.

2. Go to the library arid find all rill can about the Pony Express. Prepare a report to present to the class.
.

3. Mark Twain gives quite a lot of information about stage coaching,

but it might be interesting to discover still more facts. Prepare a report
about stage coaching in the American west, and be ready to answer any
questions the class might ask about it.

4. Mark Train's account of Bemis and the buffalo hunt is really a
tall tale. This is a typically American story, and many taU tales have been
told about early pioneers. Find some of these stories and read them. Make
up a telltale of your own to tell to the class.

Stamksept for

e R ad

Robert Louis Stevenson, the author of Treasure Island, wrote about
with a nk
his experiences traveling through Spain with a donkey. Ira
is very amusing, but the humor differs from Mark Twain a, er ps you
would like to compare the two books.
TA

:r;

'4

4

Steinbeck, the author of The Pearl that you read
More recently,
in the 8th grade, and °The
"The Red Pony° that you read in the 7th grade, made
a tour of the United States and recorded his experiences in Travels with
Charley.
Another story you might enjoy is an imaginary journey by a mythical
was originally
th personage, Phileas Fogg. A
written by Jules Verne on the install-n-44 Plan. People became so interested
in the progress of Phileas Fogg Unit he became rearto them, and they even
placed bets on his ability to circle the globe in the allotted time!
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Student Version
THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA
.

Introduction.

You are going to read The Old Man the Sea, a novel by Ernest
Hemingway, who won the Nobel Prize in literature. It is not a lengthy
novel; in fact, one might think of it in length as scarcely more than a
short story. It is, you will note, what we call a- "storied" form; that
is, the principal of organization employed by the writer is the narration
of a series of incidents,.

11.:

You will remember from-your studies in the seventh and eighth
grades that the subject. of a piece of literature, whether that piece is
an essay, a short story, or a novel, deals not only with things (boats,
fish, the .sea) but also, and importantly, with ideas (love, fear, hope,
courage. ) This is especially true of the novel you are about to read.
It' is about an old Cuban fisherman, who, having gone for 81. days without
catching a..fish, in desperation. goes far out into the Gulf Stream in his
small boat. He hooks a great marlin swordfish, and begins a terrible
struggle to bring home his priie. Thus, The Old Man and the Sea, tells
a story of suspense you will read with pleasure. You will feel the spray
n your face, the warmth of the sun, and share with Santiago the joys
and terrors of the deep. But this r.arrative is more than just a narrative
about a man, a boat, and a fish. It is also about courage, an old man's
courage, pitted against tremendous odds. It is about the way ho reacts
to events that confront him. You soon begin to suspect that Hemingway
is telling another story, too. As you read, watch for clues that seem to
indicate that there is more to the story than first meets the eye. Who is
this man, Santiago? Read Hemingway's description very carefully.
Notice, too, thzt sometimes a character's actions are more revealing
than the direct statements an author may make about him. What does
Santiago think about the great fish? Why does he struggle so hard to win?

The answers will set you thinking about what the author really
means and this in turn will lead you to a consideration of lint of view,
another term you know well. The story is told in the third person, of
course, but does Hemingway concentrate on the main character and tell
us only what Santiago can see, hear, or-feel? 'Or does Hemingway let
us see into the thoughts and feelings of other people in his story? If
the latter is true, you will remember, the point of view of the story is
omniscient' (all-seeing).
But point of view is a term you will explore more fully now.
It is a key term in your study of literature this year. So, as you read,
keep some of these questions in mind. What attitude (point of view)
does Santiago have? That is, just how does he feel toward Manolin,

the boy? toward the sea? the villagers? toward the creatures of the sea?
toward the fish, his adversary? You will be interested in the point of
view of others in the story, too--of Manolin, the villagers, the tourists.
Still more intriguing is Hemingway's attitude toward the people and events

cr

-2in big story. He reveals how he feels about the things which happen in
the way he creates the incidents and in the way he has his characters react.
Does he invite a sympathetic response from you? This makes you realize,

too, that there is alsontm point of view to be considered. You will
react to Santlago1s terrible trial as you read. You may not all react

alike, but is is unlikely that any of you will read the story with' indifference.

Subject and point of view control the happenings and reactions in
The Old Man and the Sea, but the way the author arranges his incidents -the form he uses to create his story--in turn controls both subject and
point of view. The incidents in The Pearl were arranged in straight
chronological order. Is this true of The bid Man and the Sea'? Watch
as you read for any '"flashbacks." If you find any, you may be sure they
have been inserted for a special purpose, to help us understand Sardiago
better or to understand what happens to him better. It is therefore highly
desirable that you, the reader, be especially alert as you read these.
Of course, every incident has been provided for a purpose. The author,
as he creates characters and incidents, chooses to create those which
will move the story to its conclusion. Sometimes he emphasizes one particular incident in order to cause you to react in a certain way or to think
a particular thing. As you read this novel, pause occasionally to ask
yourself why a certain incident has been included. This will often make
a story clearer to ;Trou.

Actually, as you begin to perceive the relationship of subject,
point of view, and form, you realize, suddenly, that you are learning
a very special language and a very subtle one. It is the "language" of
literature. As you gain experience, you will gain insight, and with insight,
a remarkable increase in the pleasure you derive from a book.
Both you and Santiago will now undertake

can bring home tour "marlin."

journey; sea if you

If so, it will be 'a "catch" you will not soon forget.
Study

Qttestions

1. Read again the first two paragraphs. What is the purpose, do you think,
of these two paragraphs? Who is speaking?
2. What do you learn about the relationship of the man and the boy in the
first few pages of this book? Find a passage that shows how Santiago
felt about Manolin.
3. Why do you think Hemingway usually refers to Santiago as "the .old
man" rather than by his name?

ft

4. How maw references can you find to Santiago as "strange?" Can
you pink:of any reason for Hemingway emphasizing this quality?

5. How did Manolin feel about his friend as a fisherman? Find a passage
to illUtitrAte your answer.

3. Read the passage in which Hemingway describes Santiago's dreams
An.author has a purpose for everything he provides. Why do you th.thk
he told us alnut the dream? How many times is the dream mentioned?
HoW did Santiago regard the sea? Did this differ from the way most
of the fishermen felt?
8. Can you find any incidents which foreshadow the struggle to come?
(pg. 126)

9. There are two brief "flashbacks" in the novel. Why do you think
they are included?
10. Why do you think Santiago admires Joe Dimaggio?

11, Read the passage describing the warbler that rests briefly on the
taut line. What is the significance a this incident?
12. Read the description of the shark on page 100. An author uses concrete detail and figurative language in order to create reality for
his readers. Find some example of both in this paragraph.
13. List the following incidents in the order of their occurrence.

The old man sees a bird circling above a school of fish.
He eats raw shrimp.
He kills a Iv ako shark with his harpoon.
lie lashes the marlin to his skiff.
The big fish he has hooked draws his skiff out into the Gulf.
He eats- strips of raw tuna.
The great fish Jumps for the first time.
Santiago loses his harpoon.
The great -fish jumps more than a dozen times.
Santiago 'glees while Waiting for the marlin to tire.
Ho kills the marlin.
His *alio cut badly for the first time.
the sharks that attack his fish.
The great fish takes the bait.
He kills sharks with his knife lashed to an oar
He smashes the tiller of the skiff.
He carries the mast up the hill on his shoulders.
He dreams of the lions again after the journey is over and he is
in his cabin.

-414. !filch of the preceding incidents would you consider the climax? Why?
15. Explain how each of the following incidents "grows" out of the preceding.
The death of the marlin
The attack of the first shark
The subsequent attacks by sharks

16. What do yoU think the sharks symbolize?
17. How did Santiago feel toward the marlin? toward the sharks?

18. The conflict in this story is absorbing and easily defined. But
who is the winner, do you think? The sharks? The old man? Even
though the old man lost his fish, do you think he won something?
If so, what? Is it ever worthwhile to fight--or protest--when victory
is not only unlikely, but impossible? How do you think Hemingway
felt about this?
19. Santiago says that "nothing" beat him, that he simply went out too
far. What is meant by this?
20. Hemingway seems to suggest that Santiago has been crucified (pp. 121 122). What is the meaning of the term? ;Iho, or what, did this to
Santiago? How does the picture of the old man, lying on his bed of
newspapers with his torn hands palm up. suggest victory in defeat?

21. Read the first paragraph on 107 carefully. Hemingway is suggesting
a comparison there that is very important to the meaning of . the
story. What does he want us to think of as he describes the agony
of the old man fighting a losing battle against the sharks?
22. What is the boyts attitude toward the old man when he discovers he
has returned? How do the other fishermen react?
23. Read the final episode of the story (pp. 126-127). How does the
point of view shift suddenly? Why do you think Hemingway introduced
the tourists into the narrative?
24. Do you think that the final sentence' of the novel is appropriate?
In what way?

25. What is the subject of this novel? Is there more than one subject?
Can you state the main idea in this novel in one or two sentences?

7
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ested Exercises

Now that you have finished discussing the study questions, see
if you can answer the following. You may need to reread porzions of the
novel very carefully.
1.

When Santiago kills the marlin, this action concludes the long fight
with the fish, but at the same time : the blood from the heart leaves
a trail that will allow the sharks to follow the boat. Do you thin!:
this incident is necessary to the plot? Does it further the action?
Does it do anything else? We say that an incident is relevant if it
advances the plot, that is, if it moves the story toward a conclusion.
We say that an author practices esspayom by carefully choosing incidents
that will, as he sees it, best reveal his characters and carry the
action forward. Vie, his readers, have a right to expect that every
incident in a story or novel is there for a definite purpose. Sometimes
an author uses one incident or some part of an incident more than once,
in order to emphasize the main idea in his story. We tali this
repetition, These are three of the cardinal principles of a novelist.
Now look back over some of the major incidents of the novel. See

if you can spot some that you consider good examples of these three

principles. Explain.
2.

Read the passage (p. 53) in which Santiago talks to the small bird
that has settled on his line. Is this incident relevant? Why do you
think Hemingway inserted it?

3.

An author also eriploys irony to good effect sometimes. Irti%,
may be simple sarcasm. You have probably said at some time to a
fellow student, "What a clever move!" when you really meant just
the opposite. Irony,. of course, may not always be so simple. Do
you see anything ironic in one of the final incidents of the book, the
episode concerning the tourist? What do you think Hemingway's
attitude is here? Do you think he admires the tourists? How do you
know?

4.

You have already discussed the symbolism found in Ulla novel,
Actually, you were probably already familiar with the term
Writers often make use of this device. Through the use of a concrete
image or object, they suggest to us a complex idea. A flag may

represent patriotism, a cross Christianity. Keeping the main idea

of the novel in mind, see if you can decide what the following may be
symbolical of in this novel.
the old man

the heel spur
the sharks
the mast which Santiago carries up the hill
the dream about the young lions

_____174firrAntSNIMIN011,,,,f0P11a_ 113;111Breezursommailb2sTftcased_
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against
Santiago fought until he captured the fish and then fought onhopeleSs.
the last sharks even though by then he knew his cause was
both in the developThis inability to acknowledge def eat is important,the
theme of the
ment of Santiago as a character and ir developing
novel. Find the incidents which you think Hemingway inserted to

illustrate this.

begins "They beat me,
Turn to page 124. Read the passage whichafterwards,"
To what is
Manolin. ." and concludes.'.. it was
Santiago referring? -712y do both feel it is important that it was
"they' and not hhe" who beat the old man?
7, Santiago is, by his own estimate, a strange old man. Find some
incidents which you think prove this.

G.

Suggested Compositions
1.

"Man is not made for der. eat, " he said. "A man can be destroyed
but not defeated."
recall any incident
Do you agree with Santiago's statement? Can you might
back this up?
from your own experience or from a friend's that
Can you perhaps think of some public figure--past or present--that
could be used as an illustration? If so, write a paragraph showing

that "man is not made for defeat."
"We are nothing
2. Santiago also admired the courage of anipals,
Perhaps
you know of an
compared to the great birds and beasts.
write a short.
incident that portrays the courage of an animal. If so,
courage to fight against
essay to illustrate Santiago's belief that the
alone
great odds and to refuse to accept defeat does not belong to man
wind is our friend . e
Read the passage (p. 120) beginning "The
and concluding". , I went out tod far, a' Write a paragraph explaining
what you think Santiago means by this.
the dolphins,
4. Read several descriptive passages (descriptions of
the
language.
of
flying fish, the sea, etc.) Note the simplicitydetails.
A re there many adverbs? Note the concrete
Now, keeping in mind the examples you have just reread, write a
short description of one of the following:

3.

A fish you have caught
The sea on a windy day
The woods on a snowy day
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SHORT STORIES

An IntroductiOn

A short story demands that a reader cooperate fatly, imaginatively and
intellectually* Because of its very brevity and its economy, it demands-from
us a like intensity of concentration.
Where one act or one brief expression
of a character's face must make us understand
theme or motive, then we the
reader mitt be doubly alert to grasp the slightest cue from the writer. When
you read "Haircut" you will note your first faint disapProval of Jim, not because the narrator condemns him, but because something strikes you as wrong.
even on page one. Ring Lardner's irony would be lost without cooperation
from you, the reader. So read a short story with care, Out of your reading
will come a deeper appreciation for the art of the modern short story writer,
for he works in miniature to create a work of art. Nowhere is the maxim
you've encountered before so true: How a writer says something, is
of
what he save- Vith..en-,yet: read Willa Catheris Paulus Case you wirknow
very great al about Paul when you watch him race downsthe hill after the
interview with the faculty. A novelist could have told us the same thing in
several chapters, but Cather needs to capture Paul's fear, his anxiety, his
dread of his own ugly world in an instant. She manages beautifully, The
short story writer is thus always faced with this problem of capturing people
and meaning and truth in a brief episode.
The short story is NOT a short novel, It was not created as an "instant"
novel by twentieth century authors to save time for people too busy to read
longer works, although it may be true that its brevity has increased its popularity. The short story has something in common with the lyric poem. Such
a poem, you remember, catches a mood or emotion and transfers it to us.
A short story catches and holds a writer's feeling about life no less surely.
If it is a really fine story (as are these you will read) it also gives us insight
into some event or action. We may not agree with the writer's view of things,
but we will understand varying emotions and points of view without condoning
them.
.

Read with care and attention to detail. Listen to the sound of the author's
voice, to the tone that creeps into the story. When you finish, never fail to
ask yourself: what is the writer saying here? He is u_ning these perrtge and
these incidents to say something he wanted to say, something he believed in.
What is he saying to me?
When you and the writer "make contact" you will know what reading is
all about. One of the best ways to begin is to turn this page and start reading.

414.

.. 4

-2The Monkey's Paw
An Introduction
.

_

While you may or may not be shocked at the conclUsion of this story,
it is quite.certain that its .climax is one you will not.soon- forget.-- Pun to
read. the Story Without interrupts; Note as you read what care. Jacobs has

taken to have his tale impart an-air of credibility. The WWI are lice,
ordinary people, the kind you find next door, But in spite of this, when the
Sergeant-Major enters the cheerful living room, along with a cold gust from
a rainstorms we begin to feel a certain uneasiness. It would be unfair to
discuss the;matter- further ;at this point, but after you've Walled reading,
turn to the StudY,Questions below and decide, during discussion, just what
did go on in this unusual story.

Ltu_dy_Questions-

I. Look at

,Bra part of "The Monkey's Paw" again. Note that the story
opens witka description of a family before a cheerful fire. Yet, in perfectly
innocent fashion the author has managed to bring in a. good many words that
have. an entirely different kind of connotation. Do you think this is just a
coincidence or that it may-have been planned? See bow many such words you
can find. To start with., there are cold violence., and sharp.
2. Why do you think the author opened the story with such 1. cheerful scene?

3. Reread the passages that bring the monkey's paw into the story. How
credible do you find the actions and words of Sergeant-Major Morris?
4. This story might be plotted on a curving diagram, to show its sharply
risintsuspease. Can you fill in the incidents on such a line?

5. Reread the first paragraph at the beginning of Part 3. Select the words
you. feel.belp to create the effect of weary resignation the author seems to

desire.

6. Would you call this story one dealing. primarily with character? How
much character development is there?
74, Some readers prefer -the idea that Herbert's death was just a coincidence
and that the Inocidng on the door that. night was another. Others feel the paw
had Supernatural power. Which reaction do you favor?
,

8. Do you think this story could have been told in the first person? Would
it have been s. convincing? Perhaps more so? Who, in your opinion, should
have beenthe narrator, if it had been written in the firfit person? Would any
major changes have been necessary, in the story?

8. Mrs White believed la the power of the paw, to return her son to her.
Mr. White ,told-her the death- of their eon
been a coincidence and that
they.slsould-not wish again. Yet he searched desperately for the paw to make
that third wish. What do you think his real attitude was?

1211E:2'115!2ra=01nEeszor=zracmersza=rioug=m0.
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-3W. W. W. Jacobs wants to achieve certain effects in tivis story. He Tie ilt5
to build suspense in his reader. and to create an atmosphere of °horror.. In
order to achieve the latter effect, he uses understatement tellingly. For
example, he has the old soldier hint at the pie t1-..---Priip=asaw bright to others,
rather then giving us specific details. Can you find other examples of understatement?

11. This story is told in the third person. Do we see all the happenings
through the eyes of one character? Or .h.x the author let us see into the
_mind of each individual? Why do you think the author chose this particular
point of view?

12. A short story writer must of necessity practice econom He uses only
certain incidents which will best express his ideas.
ck over the
things that ilappen in this story. Can you think of anything that could be
omitted? Why die. Jacobi; not tell us the reaction of Mrs. White when she

saw the empty doorway? Why did he not describe the funeral? Is there any
he left out that you think should have been included? If so, explain.
13. The way an. author says something might be defined as tone. We say
that a person might speak in a certain tone of voice. Perhaps you have said
at some time to someone: "Don't use that tone of voice with me." An author
imparts tone through many .devices, but one way is through the words he uses.
How does Jacobs give the opening paragraph a cheerful tone? At what point
does it change? How do you know?

Compositions and Exercises

1. Coincidence is often strange, although few of us have ever experienced
or are likely to -such a string of terrible ones as the Whites 'did. Still all of
us have often heard, in the course of an ordinary conversation, the remark
"What a strange coincidence!" Perhaps you, too, have had occasion to make
such a remark. If so, write a few paragraphs telling about one such experienceor about one of someone you know. Arrange the facts in- such a way
that you will be able to create suspense. Make sure that you eliminate all
needless cleanse, just as Jacobs did. Stop the story when you have told the
final important incident.

2. Words are the tools a writer must work with to create the effects he
desires. You may remember the definition of a short story: an incident or
a series of incidents that create a single impression in the mind of a reader.
Poe, who first so defined a gory,, also added emphatically that every single
Word must contribute to this impression. In order to see how definitely words
can create or distort or enlarge upon an impression, try your hand at one of

the following:

Write:
as many words as you can that would aid in creating an imPressiot, of (1) fear (2) gaiety (3) boredom (4) excitement. (Choose one.)
Then, keeping your list before you, write a paragraph describing a man who

is standing on a street corner awaiting the arrival of another person. Use
as many of the words from your list as you can. When you have finished,
each of you should read your paragraph aloud. If you have been successful,
the same incident -siwould;thange dramatically as various papers are read.

I

41,

"4.
,Paul's-Casw
;

14Piint ofiriewAsiLkey termlbistlear. .--liavintread this story, can you
now determine:
fr,

=

1/4

Y'

:7
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:

.114 What the*
thinks
b.-_Whatlitust:thinkirothis- teaches**, his -ndrdetsr, his father?
-AlriiPaiirthinkttifiCharley-Edwardi and the stock company?
d. What the attitude of the stock company is-toward Paul once

oovividi
e. What Paul's teachers think of him?
t. Whatmthink of Paul?

Can you tell how you knew these thing n each case?

2. 'Ns there a(41istiblek" in- tide stbre Is there -any departure from the
chronological pattern in which events are arranged?
.

3. %VW do yorthink Cather-thsertedithe incidentabout the carnations? Doea

she want nt-taildnk of somithing other thin "Wilted flowers" at this point?
If so, what? Why does she want us to think this?

4.; We
Paul felt Minot. in'his suite at the Waldorf'-more so than
he ever had before-,ftin spite of his having stolen money to pay for it. Why
does he feel honest?

5. Why do you think the author failed to tell us more about Paul's mother?

8., Why did it seem to Paul that "a certain element of artificiality" was
fieceseary-in beauty?
7. Read the passage cn page, 57-beginning "Today Paul's father.. " and ending
Porwhatleason was this passage included? An, author
must include- only relevaig--(necessary) event*. Waa this incident relevant?
In what way?

8--.=WhatsOrtotperscti is Paul? Make .4 list of some of the tidnga you learn
, abouthim. in this)stOry,
-

.

,Any-didipaut consider the "tepid-water" of Cordelia Street more dreadful

than. Jail?
*74,:,1,4

.

10. Why ditthilleacheil ilislikeiPaul?' Why dicither feel "hunifklatee as
thet4te **banding sitar theinterview-withthebcirt What figure otspeech
dourCithiiri
:-.1vereto nitkeiliamoresynipatheticloPaul7 What _cons.
uotaatiemPAS

moot:

,,..

) dokihe ternieFlustriet- tat" -and "ring of tormentors"
-,

1144 P$U1. uniartimeoliregunprohleinsileiftinetto-rsin,_ ..Cather first shows
us Paul fleeing after the faculty interview, and then escaping reality in the
4

theater andloilititert hall. Wheit these avenues were closed, Paul ran again
Hew iiithetkal episode in keeping with all this?

12. Pot Tiateality iirs0-Unbefir6blei 'Cat Fr draws a Sharp-tontrast be1.0itelyttithe andihe, ebhoirt bill. Reread lids passage, How
does -tlie-ittitctnike tie-letir-Piulls distaste for his home?
13, In Or to einpliailite-the inteniiity of Paul's aversion to his home the
aUthbr

that' Paid WOuld fide any phy:Okal diticomforts rather than

enditre the iiiiiitifie:COlitifert 010 roont, Whit does this tell us about Paul?
litatraldphyttiall 1nuid discomfort?
14. Can you find some examples of foreshadowing in this story?
15. Read some of the desCriptiOns of the Minor tharacters, Do they seem
real to yoti?

16. Reread the list pitragrapb-again, What incident shows that even here
at this final and terrible Moment, Paul felt Ida tormentors closing in?
1?. %here are several examples of metaphor and simile in the story. For
exaMple, see page 53 second paragraph. Can you find other examples elsewhere? List a few. How do they add to the effectiveness of the description?
las Read-the second paragraph on page 63. What do you think is meant by
"the thing in the corner?" In what sense had Paul "flung down the gauntlet?"

Exercises
1, Find some of the things Paul hated so much. Reread the passages.' Now
make a list. Are all of these things ordinarily detested? Why do you, think
Paul disliked them?
2. Select one person you ittrx7- well, Make a list of the things he dislikes
and one of the things he enjoys. Just how revealing is the list? Can you
draw any conclusions about the person from these lists? What are they?
3. We are luiiimn not Only by-our dislikes, but by the things we like as well.
Paul- reWiled Muoitlibout himself through the things he disliked, but what
dOltU learn bouthim from the things Which gave him pleasure? Reread the
drecionidpiragrapliOi page 66 very carefully. what do you learn about Paul
froth the way he spent his time in New York?

4. Willa Cither old live told us- in simple, direct statements what sort of

boy Paul was. She -Cot: d Uwe made direct statements abut her opinions, too.
kiiteade >shera3lOitedl8t0 become stOipahtted with Paul-as We itatchedlim
react
She ,allowed us to kliow her opinions only by the
Way, she
teadtlindliwe way other Characters reacted to bin2.
DO-IOU think ifie-Utideratand Paul better by reading about his reactions rather
than being told what kind of person he was? Just to be sure, let's try an expertinent; poigeOlithe liqagraph On page fifty beginning with -ff. .111* teachers

--i2SOMAICASTIVategaREMI.jec

-6and continue through the second-paragraph on page 51, Now, read
the following:,
.

Paul W148 a very nervous boy. Hewes frightened now but
he tried Oot to show it. His teachers did not mean to be
cruel, to him, but they were.

Both passage's, the one you read in the book and the one above, say nearly
the same thing. There is, however, an enormous difference in the vial
each is said and. consequently your reaction differs,, too. See if "you can
explain exaCtly hoW the ptosage in the story differs from the one above,
Can _you explain vlt one is better than the Other?

You will recall the red carnation and what Paul did with it when he walked
Out into the country at the conclusion of the story. 'Where else was a carnation
mentioned.'? Read these passages. What "connotations" (associations) does
the term have in your mind? Do you associate these flowers with gay occasions, parties, laughter, music? Paul seems. to have worn one habitually.
Do you think the author was telling us something important when she spoke of
his carnation? What do you think is the significance of the carnation?

8. What do you think the authoris purpose was in writing thin story?
Writirm Exercises

1. Try your hand at revealing character through the actions of a person.
Avoid any unnecessary description or any outright statements regarding the
person, Select.a character trait (see below for suggestions) and write a
paragraph in which you feel your character reveals this trait. :lead the
paragraph in class. Can the other students new determine what trait your
character exemplified?
Cowardice

Bravery
Timidity

Insolence

Flirtatiousness

Lack of sincerity--being "two-faced, "

Sympathy

2, .'teread the passage on page 68 beginning "Yet somehow he was not afraid
" and ending ".., as his long fear of it had been. " Can you explain the
meaning of these lines? Have you ever found that some thing you feared became less fearful when you faced it? Perhaps you know of some other person
Who found this to be true. Write a short paragraph telling about such an ex-

perience.

3. Not everyone feels so hitter toward his environment as did Paul, but
most of us have a few things we must "put up" with that are to say the leant,
annoying, Make, your own list. Decide which is the most irritating and write
a PatagraPb =gaining why you find it so, Earlier we said our likes and
dislikes- are reimaling. Read your paragraph again. What do you think it

might, reveal, Ocaak, you?

often:told his fellow students "tall tales" about impending visits
to Naples and to Cairo. Why do you think he did this? His teachers would
94-
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pirohatlilhaVe 'Considered tittle-Mc:Wien outright lima So would most pople
who did, not know about Paul's problems, Often bad conduct * the result of

;amid** pOlOtiiil ffitoblextut: Do you know of any misbehavior that resulted tiolitUniOlitifpeobiletnit 7- Tell- about
The CIO of Amontillado
Poe-

_No man bears an insult gladly, but few would go so far to avenge himself
as did -Montresor. You will want to read this story without interruption to
enjoy. fully its shocking climax,
Studyquestiong_

List the incidents that 'Create the story. Note how few there are. Do you
think the story would have -been better If Poe had told more about the characters and more about the ending? Why? Why not?
1.

2, Read Poe's definition of a short story. You Will find it in the -introduction

to A Packet Book-of Short Stories page x. Decide whether he followed his

oil'sMEC Warn.

3, What do you think Poe's pre-conceived effect was in this story? Was he
successful, do you think? In what way?

4. Words have meanings, as you know, but did you know that a word has
connotations as well? Such connotations expand its meaning considerably,
For example,- the word dark means, quite simply, without light. Yet
most of us associate such unrelated things as fear, evil, the unknown, terror,
lack of understanding, even cruelty. The simple word hearth means a fireplace, but we associate it with home, mother, security, warmth and friendliness. Select some of the wordd Poe uses and explain some of the associations they have for you. Begin with these: dusk, filmy, catacombs, damp,

nitre.

5. Poe manages to brush even the work carnival with wildness. How does
he accomplish this?
6. How did Montresor play upon the weakness of "his friend" to get him to
go into the catacombs?

i. What effect did Montresor's urging of Furtunato to go back have upon

the latter?

8. Fartunato was a connoisseur of wine and Moutrerar of revenge. In how
Many small ways di* you find Montresor savoring his revenge to the fullest?

94 This story seldom aroutes any synipatby for Fortunato, ands in additions

vivalikinot"beideme-tOOmpiiiit whew We barn' Motdresor, has escaped punishment,
althetiglilliala hot t 'Particularly lOvable elitracter. Can you think of any
tiiiii.1

2

-810. Do you think the title is a good one? Why? What bearing does the wine
have on the story? Is there another reason for the title?

U. We have considered the word .EtylebefOre. If you recall "The Tell-Tale
Heart" imd other stories by Poe, yOu will see that they have certain simiw
.Consider the length. olaentenees,
fondness for certain words
and phrases. These things are trademarks the
of
an
author's style. Make a
list of some of the more noticeable elements of Poe's
style, If you have
already read either Twain's Rou
-R or The Old Man and the Sea by Ernest
Hemingway, compare Poeta sty e thlheirs.
Writing Exercises:

1. Try creating an effect of your own, Describe a deserted house, with peeling paint and broken windows, surrounded by decaying vegetation, Discuss
it as a reporter, who feels it to be a blot on the community, might. Take the
same house and describe it again, This time loOk at it as a very old man
might, if he had lived there as a child and a young man, and was now looking
at it again, a hglf-cerEtury later. Finally, pretend you are Poe. You are
about to begin a chilling story. Your first paragraph will concern a deserted
house, Write several sentences describing the way the house looks. Now
compare the three short paragraphs. How do the descriptions differ? What
key words helped

3
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1

you describe the house from each point of view?

2. Have you ever been angry at someone who had hurt your feelings unnecessarily? If so, describe-your reaction. Did you dream--and plot-revenge? Tell what happened.
I

HAIR CUT

Ring Lardner
The story you will now read is somewhat different from any you have
studied before. The title may lead you astray, for while the story is about
a haircut, it is also about a great deal more, As you read ask yourself
the purpose of each incident. An author selects only those incidents which
reveal the story he wishes to tell.
Study questions:
1.

Is the beginning of this story effective? If so, in what way?

2. Can you "diagram" this plot? What is the climax--the turning point-in the action?
Se What is the subject of this story? In what way is the subject a two-fold
one?

4. The point of view in this story is somewhat complex. What is the point
of view, technically speaking? Does the author speak (as himself) at all?
Does he inject any att&tutes or opinions of his own? Do we know how the
author feels about Jim? How do we know?

IMOWNINNIONS,

1

a

-9At what point in the story did you first decide Jim was not such a fine
fellow? What was the clue?

8. How does Whitey react to the trick Jim plays on him? How does he feel
toward Doc Stair? June? Paul Dickson? How do you
the author feels
about these characters?

.

.
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7. Read the passage on page 174 that begins "It'S'a cinch... " and concludes
on page 175 " it took a lot of fignrin°." Do you think this might indicate
"Doc" mew ;bat Paul intended to do, that he had in fact deliberately Made
the statement that "anybody that would do' a thing like that ought not be be let
live?" What evidence is thereto the contrary?
8. The statement Whitey made--"It probably. served JIM right, what he gets"
--can be interpreted in-two itays, Explain *hat Whitey probably means.
9, tarciner is careful to establish clearly, early in Whitey's story, the fact

that Jim has been unkind to Paul, and that Doc Stair haft been exceptionally
kind. Why was this necessary?
You have encountered irony elsewhere this year and last. Can you
detect any instances of irony in this story? Explain.

Try your hand at being a detectkve conducting an investigation after a crime.
What evidence exists that l'aul killed Jim? Is it evidence that would leave
a jury without "reasonable doubt"? Write a paragraph presenting "the case"
for or against Paul Dickson as you see it
What do you think the reaction of the listener might be? (He is a character
in the story, by the way, although he does not speak). if you had been "the
customer" getting a haircut, what would you have said when Whitey finished?
Think this over, and write a paragraph--first or third person--giving the
thoughts of the listener.

:'"1"51:'r'""t,
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LYRIC POETRY

Introduction

The purpose of this unit is to give you a more formal introduction to
lyric poetry than you have had so far. You have met lyric poetry before,
in the seventh and eighth grades. Housmancs "Loveliest of Trees, " the
various sea poems in the eighth grade, the poems you read in the various
units on form, all the are lyrics.

What is a lyric poem? It is difficult to give a short definition, but it
is possible to point out certain differences between a lyric and other forms
of poetry. In the first place, a lyric is usually more personal than narrative poetry. The speaker in the poem frequently seems to be talking to
himself; or if he is addressing an audience he is usually concerned with
some personal attitude. Also, lyric poetry is primarily non-storied, as
you observed in the eighth grade. While there may be a narrative element
in some lyrics, the fundamental purpose of the lyric poem is something
other than telling a story, In the eighth grade you read various narrative
poems, "The Destruction of Sennacherib" is quite different from "The
Man Re Killed. " The first is unniistakitbly a narrative poem; the second
is really a lyric. The speaker of the latter poem is concerned with an
intensely personal response to an incident, and is not so much telling a
story as he Is reflecting on the significance of the incident.
Inasmuch as the greatest writers have used the lyric form to convey
their ideas and emotions, it is important to know how to read a lyric poem.
A lyric can have any subject matter, for it ranges across all human experience, It can have any number of different verse forms and rhyme
schemes. It makes use of all the various devices of language. It can
range in tone from the solemn to the frivolous. Its purpose can be persuasion, description, reflection, comparison, or anything else, The
poems you will read in this unit are designed to give you some familiarity
with the various kinds of organization that occur in lyric poetry, the various technical devices of poetic language that poets use, the various tones
or attitudes that poets take to their topics, and the various things that
poets can write about. In other words, this unit gives you a more formal
introduction to the wide variety of Subject, Forra, and Point of View that
is found in the lyric poem,

42Winter

by William Shakespeare

When-lcieleitUtigby.
And Dick the shepherd blows his nail,
And= Wheart lOg0_Itii6=the hall,
**OW tarn* #44000,410. pail,
When:b106ditelitptierrOidlitiyiflie foul,
Then nightly Slags &sill:ring owl,
"Tumwhit, tumwho I "

A merty-nete,

While-greatly Joan- .dotty keel* the pot.

When all aloud the wind cloth blow
And coughing ditilvtui the parsoiPs saw,
And bird* sit brobdiritiii the -snow,
And Matituist note lo-olo3 red and raw,
When roasted- -crabs hiss in the bOwl,
Then nightly singaihe staring owl,

"ruwwhit, ft-mho!"

A merry note,
While greasy Joan cloth keel the pot.
(From Love's Labour Lost)
STUDY QUESTIONS:

Which of the details in the poem could not be portrayed in a painting?
Which ones of our five Senses does "WintePrappeal to?
1.

2. What is meant by "the parson's law?"
3. What is emphasized by the refrain at the end of each stanza?

4. Does the-word "cold" appear in the poem? How has the poet so
sharply conveyed the sensation of cold?

Di verse or paragraph form, describe one of the other seasons. Use
details and images that convey your general impression of the season,
but do not Mate' what your impression is--eilet your details do it for you.
54

"A Narrow Fellow in the Grass"
by Emily Dickinson
A narrow fellow, in the grass
Occasionally rides;
You may have met himrdid you not?
His notice ;hidden it.
IINIINONNO

3Psidm

crab apples

w3ie

The gtass divides- as witlra comb,

A spfted shaft it seen;
.

-

Andlhan it'closest-lit.--ycxtrfest%
Ant OpeitsInIther on,:---

abcgttatire,-'

A flopittodieool for carp:
Yet -*it& bciy ondharefoot,
I more than once,- at morn,

HIM visaed, I tbought, a whiplash
Unbraiding in the

sou,...

When stooping to secure It,
It wrinkled; snd was gone.

.

Srieral of nature's people

I know, and they know me;

I feel for them a transport
Of cordielty;
But never met this fellow,
Attended or alone,
Without a tighter breathing,
And liar° at the bone,

STUDY QiJES'I'IONS:
1.

What is the subject of the poem?

26

The poem may be divided into twoparts. Where would you draw the

line? Why?

Which verbs in the poem convey movement? In what way are they
effective vez-WTor the subject of this poem?
3,

4. What other words, besides the verbs, suggest movement? Can you
identify-the simile and the metaphor?

Why does the voet alter the position of the last two words in stanza
1? . Does this shift in any way contribute to the idea expressed in that
line?
5.

8.

What is your attention mainly drawn to in stanza 2? Why?

7,

in;senza

what two "snakelike qualities" are suggested?

I,

What-11 Meita'by the phrase °a, transport of cordialityI" Bow would
yotkezigain, in Otherteriruo, the poet's- attitUdeloward most of "nature's
people?

9, ,''Whitt is-the ptletlakelinttovntinUthe 1,1natorow fellow in the grass?"

=4
Which phrase or phrases: most: -directly convey(s) this feeling? Is there
anything in the first four stanzairtg support that feeling?.

10, Lootrback. over lb* peen and -count the time that the snake. actually
"appears" trthenpoema, V you?actually-"expirienced" the snake, as most
readers da while reading thin poem, how do-you account for that fact?
4.

-4

Does Dickinson employ a regular rhyme setame here? Describe the
pattern she uses:
11.

12, See ,how many examples of alliteration you can find.
"The Eagle"

by Alfred,. Lord Tennyson

He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ringed with the azure world,he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.
STUDY QUESTIONS:

If a cainara were to focus upon the eagle for a still shot, what details
in the poem would have to be °miffed?
1.

Notice,the repetition of the hard "c" sound. This repetition of the
same consonant sound-at the beginning of words is called "alliteration. "
Does this sound convey a certain impression? What is it? How does it
2.

'fie the eagle?

Why does Tennyson us the word "wrinkled" to describe the sea? To
what-is be comparing the eft? As you probably blow, this kind of comparison is called 9metaphor"-oa word usually associated with one kind of
thing is applied to another without any direct expression of comparison or
similarity between the two.
3.

4. What conknarielon do you find in lire 8? How is this kind of comparisor
figure of speech is called a
different from mets..,phor? This
6.

What would be the effect of a punctuation mark within the last line?

8, 'Notice, the rhyme scheme. Is there-any:relattonship tpttween the
strict rhyme and the 'bulled of tile poem? Explain.

.What qualities Of the eagle &es Tennyson suggest in his poem? What
Quality dothinates our impression of the eagle?

"To a Waterfowl"
by William Cullen Bryant.

Whither, midst falling dew,
While glow the heavens with the last steps of day,
Far, through-their :rosy--11epths, dolt thou pursue

4

Thy,isolitart. way?-

Vainly the fowler's eye
Instant: flight toAlo-thee wrong,
As; dark1S0;sewagaituitthe crimson sky,
Thy figute floats, along.
Might= mark=

Seek'st thou the plaahy brink
Of weedy-lake, or-marge,of river wide,
Or-where-the rocking billows rise and sink
On the chafediocesitaide?,

There is a power whose care
-Teaches thy way along that pathless coast,

The desert and inimitable air,

Lane wandeg, but not loot,

AU day thy wings have fanned,
At .tbiwt= far height, the cold, thin atmosphere,
Yet, stoop not, weary: to the welcome land,

Though the dark night is near.

And soon that toil shall end;
Soon shalt thou find a .irdmmer home, and rest,
And scream among thy fellows; reeds shall bend,
Soon o'er thy sheltered nest.
T.IY.i_u"rt gone, the abysti of heaven

Bath swallowed up thy form; yet, on any heart
Deeply bath sunk the lesson thou hast given,
And shall notoOn depart.
He whos, from zone to zone,
Guides through the boundless sky thy certain flight,
In the long-way that I must tread alone,

WM lead my steps aright,

STUDY QUESTIONS:

Why is thelioenrset in: the early evening?
2. Why does Bryant devote the third stanza to a description of where the
bird might gO?
3,

What Is Bryant comparing the bird to?

4.

Point out the different images in the poem.

44.
-%
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WO,7 does -stew*
4
r-

have no concrete

ages?

does the bird mean to Bryant?
"The Tables Turned"

An -Evening "Scenoqin the Same Subject

by William Wordsworth

Up, iiiWinrfttiendo snit quit ',air -boas;

Or

Vottill :grow ;datiblet

Up !. up! ray friend, and clear your looks;

Why.. all-thia toil; and-trouble?:

The sun, above the mountain's head,
A ftw:hiffling litstre:qnellow-

.

-

ThrOugh rathelong green: fields has spread,
His=tistsiveeteVening yellow.,
Books! 'Us a dull and endless strife:
ComiOuitar the ,woodland.linnet
How sweet itIsinusit i!On my life
There's more of wisdom
_

And hark! how blithe the throstle sings!
He, too, is no mean preachei':
Come forth into the light of things,

It Nature be your teacher.

She has &wt.:orb:fa ready -wealth,

Our mind's ant:the-arts, to bleits,
SpenteneOue wiSdom treithed-by health,
Truth breathed by Cheerfulness.
One impulse from a vernal wood

May teach you:Mor& tmn,
Of moral eiril'-and otgood,
Than all the sages Can.

Sweet is itte lore which Nature brings;
Our medOlingliitellett
Misshape* the beintecita ft:it-int of things: We :rnurder4t0 dbiatect

Enough Of,P,Oliniee -and of Art

elope up-ilieket birren-lea*01:;..
Come .fort#-#3:.

That Irate:hes itid'retelireire

you a heart

=

..

tO,

STUDY QUESTIONS:

What is meant by "surely you'll grow double" and "clear your looks"
in stanza 1?..
1.

2.

What is the subject of the sentence in stanza 2?

How many specific, aspects of nature does Wordsworth mention in
the poem?
3.

4.

What way ,f life does Wordsviorth object to in this poem? For what
reasons? What way of life does he advocate? Why?

5. Pick out Wee or four lines which in your opinion best sum up his
attitude.
6, In stanza S. Wordsworth says that a person will learn more about

good and evil from walking in the woods than from studying the opinions
of philosophers. What suggestion of this idea has he given in the pre-

ceding eanzas?

t

The last line of stanza 7 is often quoted. What does it mean?
How does the meddling intellect misshape the beauteous form of things?
Do you think this is true? If not, how would you try to convince Wordsworth?
7.

"The Passionate Shepherd to His Love"
by Christopher Marlowe
Come live with me and be my love,
And we will all the pleasures prove,

That valleys, groves, hills and fields,

Woods or steepy mountainis

And we will sip upon the rocks,
Seeing the shepherds feed their flocks
By shallow rivers, to whose falls
Melodious birds sing madrigals.

And I will make thee beds of roses,
And a thousand fragrant posies,
A cap of flowers and a kirtle
Embroidered all wilth leaves of myrtle;
A gown Made of the finest wool,
Which from our pretty lambs we pull;
Faira;litied slippers for the cold',
With buckles of the purest gold;

A belt of straw and ivy buds,
With coral clasps and amber studs;
And it these pleasures may thee move,
Come live with me and be my love.

.

.
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The shepherd swaiwshall dance and sing

For thy delight each May -morning;
If these delights thy mind may move,
Then: 4w- with me and -be my love.

"The Nymph's Reply to the-Shepherd"
by -MT Walter Raleigh
If--441, the world and love. Were young

And truth.* every shepherd's_ tongue,
These pretty pleasures Might me move
To-live with thee. and be thy love.

Time drive the flocks from field to fold
When rivers rage, and rocks grow cold,
And Phi:Lorne" becometh dumb;
The. -rest complain of cares to come.

The flowers do fade, and wanton fields
To wayward winter reckoning yields;
A honey tongue, a heart of gall,
Is fancy's sp. ring,- but -sorrow's fall.

Thy gowns, thy shoes, thy beds of roses,
Thy cap, thy kirtle, and thy posies
Soon break, soon wither, soon forgotten,
In folly ripe, in reason rotten,
Thy belt of straw and ivy buds,
Thy coral (Aasps and amber studs,
An these in me no means can move
To come- to thee, and be thy love.

But could youth last and love still breed,
Had joys no date nor age no need,
Then these delights my mind might move
To live with thee and be thy love.
STUDY QUESTIONS:
1,

Why does Marlowetelk only about roses, lambs, ivy buds, etc., in-

2.

What is wrong with Raleigh's view of nature?

stead of cold, fading !lowers,, and silent birds?

3, Why. are the rhyme and. meter- so regular in both poems?

1-
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"Shall I Compare Thee"'
by William Slzkespeare

.

Shall I compare thee to a Summer's day?
Thou art more lovely and more temperate:
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,
And Sumo. -iris lease path all too short a date:
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
And often is his gold complexion dimmtt.
And every fair from fair sometime declines
By chance or naturb's changing course untralmod:
Butthyetersial Summer shall not fade
Nor lose possession of that fair thou owlst;
Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade,
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'et:
So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee.

STUDY QUESTIONS:
1,

Line 3 = mentions the month of May. What does this line have to

do with line 4?

2. What does the word "temperate" mean (line 2)? Is temperance or
intemperance suggested anywhere else in the poem?
3.

What figure of speech does Shakespeare employ in lines 5 and 6?

4.

What is meant by the phrase "every fair from fair declines?"

5. The poem begins with a question, How does he answer it? For what
reakilons?
6.

What figure of speech do you &ad in line 11?

7, Restate line 12 in your own words. How can something "growto time? "

8. What does "this" refer to in line 14?
9. Is the poet bragging in the last two lines? Why or why not?

ICI, What does the poet finally compare the woman to? Explain your
answer*

11. What is the rhyme scheme of the poem? How many "sections" does
the poem seem to have? Each rhymed group of four lines is called a
"quatrain, " and the final two lines are called a "couplet," All of Shake
speare's sonnets are written in this form, What function does the couplet
serve in this poem-eadoes it summarize what has already been said, does
it add something new, or does it contradict what has been said before?

4'
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12, Does the poem have a regular rhythm? Is there any variation in
the rhythm? How many metrical feet do you find in each line? The
rhythm of this poem, too, is typical of the sonnet form-what you have
said about this sonnet can be said about any sonnet written in Shakespearian form
"My Mistress' Eyes"
by William Shakespeare
My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral is far more red than her lips' red;
If snow be white, why then her breasts are dun;
If hairs be wirell, black wires grow on her head,
I have seen roses damask'd, red and white,
But-no such roses see I in her cheeks;
And in some perfumes is there more delight
Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks.

I lore to hear her speak, yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound;
I grant I never saw a goddess go;
My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground:
And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.
STUDY QUESTIONS:

What type of figure of speech do you find in lines 1 and 2? What
makes it difficult to recognize?

1.

2.

What does "dun" mean?

Look up "damask" in the dictionary, What, then, does "damasked"
mean in the poem?
3.

What pattern do you notice in the way the poet presents details about
his mistress? What do you think his purpose was?
4,

"goddess" in line 11?

5.

Why do you suppose Shakespeare mentions

6.

Does the poet compliment his mistress in the poem? If so, where?

Does he compare his mistress to a goddess? What reason does he give?
How do the words "belied, " "false, " and "compare" relate to the
rest of the poem?
7.

Does the final couplet provide a summary, a resolution, or a contradiction to the rest of the sonnet? Explain your answer.
8.

Compare the rhyme scheme and the metrical pattern with those of
the sonnet "Shall Compare Thee. "
9.
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"Sweet Disorder"
by Robert Herrick

A sweet disorder in the dress
Kindles in clothes a wantonness:
A lawn abaft the shoulders thrown
Into a fine distraction -An erring lace, which here and there
Enthrals the crimson stomacher- A cuff neglectful, and thereby
Ribbands to flow confusedly- A winning wave, deserving note,
In the tempestuous petticoat- -

A careless shoe-string, in whose tie
I see a wild Civility-Do more bewitch me than when art

Is too precise in every part.
STUDY QUESTIONS:

How many examples of "sweet disorder in the dress" are mentioned
in the poem? What is the subject of the verb phrase "do more bewitch
me" in line 13?

2. As this poem was written 300 years ago, naturally some of the words
may be unfamiliar to you. Guess at the meanings of "lawn," allbands, "
and "stomacher"; then consult your div;tionary.
3. The dictionary will tell you the various meanings of "wanton"; Which
do you think Herrick had in mind in line 2? Why?
4. "Dist ractien, " too, has several shades of meaning. Which do you

suppose Herrick had in mind in line 4? The phrase "a fine distraction"
seems to be self-contradictory. Can you resolve this contradiction in
light of the subject of the poem? Why does the poem use "fine" rather
than "nice, " "pretty, " or some other similar word?

5. How is the phrase "a wild civility" in line 12 similar to "a fine distraction"? Ask your teacher to explain the term "paradox."
6. What is "lace" compared to in line 5? What is "cuff" compared to in
line 7? What special kind of metaphor is Herrick using in these two linis ?
Do you see any other examples of the same kind of comparison In the poem
7. Check your dictionary for the meanings of "enthralls." Does the word
is used in line 6? What is the term you
perhaps have two meaiiing
learned for such a "play cm words"?
8. What specific words, if any, suggest that the speaker of the poem is
in love?

9. What is the rhyme scheme of the poem? What are rhymed pairs of
lines called? Describe the rhythm of the poem. What regular patterns,
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besides rhyme and rhythm, do you notice in the poem?
10. How do you think Herrick pronounced%onfusedly" and "civility"?

IL What relationship can you see between the subject of the poem and the
form? Does the poet in any way contradict himself?
"The Constant Lover"
by Sir John Suckling
Out upon it, I have loved
Three whole days together!
And am like to love three more,
If it prove fair weather,
Time shall moult away his wings
Ere he shall discover
In the whole wide world again
Such a constant lover.

But the spite on't is, no praise
Is due at all to me:

Love with me had made lio stays,
Had it any been but she.

Had it any been but she,
And that very face,
There had been at least ere this
A dozen dozen in her place.
STUDY QUESTIONS:
1,

What is the poet's definition of a "constant" lover?

What is the metaphor in stanza 2? How is the comparison appropriate to the poem?
3. In stanza 3 . the speaker says "no praise / Is due at all to me. "
No praise for what? To whom. then. is praise due? Restate, in your
own words, the last two lines of stanza 3.
2.

4, What does the poet mean by the last two lines in stanza 4? Why does
he exaggerate in the last line?
5. Does the speaker's tone of voice change at any point in the poem? If
so, where? Explain your answer.

6. Would you describe this poem as basically serious or whimsical? Why?
7. What is the author's attitude toward love? Toward himself as a lover?
Support yo ,r answer by referring to specific points in the poem.
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Student Version

Leak Poetrz
Intrettaction

Writers communicate to their readers in a variety of wad's about
a variety of subjects. You have just studied T.:ark Twain's Roughing. 112,
a prose account of the author's journey across the Great Plains and the
Rocky Mountains to Carson City, a frontier mining town in Nevada.
Roughing It involves, as you recall, much more than an account of an
actual journey; and the form of the book and the author's point of view
demand careful attention.
In this unit, you will see how other authors have written about journeys,
both actual and imaginary. The selections here differ from Twain's
Roughing It in one very important way: poetry rather than prose is the
medium of communication.
Much of what you have learned about prose can be applied when you
study poetry. Sub'ect, form, and mkt of vAts as you saw in Rougliisa

It, work together. In poetry, the subject of a poem can be approached
as a separate study; the many poetic elements of form (rhythm, rhyme,
symbol, imagery, and so on) can be examined separately; and the poet's
point of view can be analyzed and discussed. But eventually the poem
must be viewed as a whole. Like a flower or a building or a painting,
a poem or other literary work is the sum of all of its parts.
Each poem in this unit is about a journey, but you will see very
quickly that there are many kinds of journeys, some of which you yourself may have experienced. Perhaps even now you are planning a trip
you hope to take soon or dreaming about a journey you have already taken.
It may be that all your traveling has, up to this point in your life, been
in the realm of your imagination. If you read Roughing It with care,
you were really riding with Mark Twain as he traveled westward in a
stagecoach. Such a book provides the reader with a vicarious experie.nce
which means simply that the reader enters the world of the story or poem.
I.Eany worlds into which you may enter are presented in this unit. Poets
sometimes view a single human life as a kind of journey, a passing

from birth to death. Nature too is seen as a traveler. A river, for

example, following its course from source to sea or a spider weaving
its web are, in a very broad sense, journeying. Because poets sometimes
see in nature's patterns subject matter for poetry, you will find that
some of the poems in this unit deal with the journey of a river or a spider
or a brook.
You will be asked certain questions which will help you to understand
the subject, form, and nog of view of each of the poems which follow.
But the real test of your response to any study lies in the questions you
ask. There is no doubt that answering questions requires knowledge,
but asking them requires imagination, and imagination is certainly the
instrument of the poet. Let yours work for you.
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-2"There Is- No Frigate like a Book"
by Emily Dicld.nson

There is 110 frigate like a book

To take us lands away

Nor any coursers like a page
3f prancing poetry.

This traverse may the poorest take
Without oppress of toll
How frugal. is the chariot

That bears a buman
OueSt101113

1.

Read "There Is No Frigate like a Book" and state what you think
this poem is about.

2.

How may images can you identify? What kind of travel images

3.

Do you see any difference between the images in the first four lines
and the images in the second four lines? In other worda,does Emily
Dickinson move from the specific to the general Or from the general

does she present?

to the specific?
4,

Why. is the word "frigate" appropriate to represent a book? Why
is '' coursers" appropriate for poetry?

A poet is expected to be accurate. What do you think of the phrase
"Pranging Poetry"?
6. Do you see anything different about the word arrangement in the
following:
a) "To take us lands away"
b) "This traverse may the _poorest take"
5.

c) " lithout oppress of toll"

4), "How frugal is the chariot"
7.

Very little punctmtion is necessary in this poem. How does this

affect the way 11-. is read?
-

.

8. I/iiatcan yetis surLal e about the author of this portm? Ask yourself
suchAugistions,:as the fo?.lociing Are her tastes extravagant? Is

..4E.141Mr=N,_"tsimftzseme7
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-3she imaginative? Does the poem picture her as a meek, docile
perzoilei Find evidence in the poem to support your answer.
9.

Wbsat is Emily Dickinson's point of view toward books? Recall the
imagery in the poem.
"On First Looking Into Chap man's Homer"
by John Aleate

Much have I travelled in the realms of gold,
And many goodly states and kingdoms seen;
Round maw western islands have I been
Which bards in fealty to Apollo hold.
Oft of one wide expanse had I been told
That deep-browed Homer' ruled as his demesne;

Yet did I never breathe its pure serene
Till I heard Chapman sneak out loud and bold:
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
When a new planet swims into his ken;
Or like stout Cortez when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific--and all his men
Looked at each other with a wild surmise-Silent, upon a peak in Darien.
'uestions

How would you explain the fact that this poem divides into two parts?
How are they related to each other?
2.

To what do you thinif, "realms of gold" refers? "Round many
western i-10s"? Lemesne t?

3.

How would you explain line four?

4.

What line of the first eight lines indicates more than any other that
Keats is employing a major metaphor? What is this metaphor?
How effective is this imagery in terms of space and movement?

.hat do terms such as "watcher of the skies, " "swims, "
eagle eyes" do to the imagery in the last six lines?

with

G.

Even though Balboao not Cortez, discovered the Pacific, does this
error change the value of the poem? Why or why not?

7.

Study the chyme scheme of this amulet. Does it in any way contribute
to the meaning of the poem? Explain.
How would you describe the development-of feeling in Keats' sonnet?
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.47.hat does the final line do to this feeling?
92

Considering the briefneiS of the 'sonnet form-and-the size of Keats'
subject,. what Can you say abaft Keats° achievement in this poem?
Does he successfully fit one to the -other or not?.

10. How does the poet vier, Chapman's translation of Homer? What new
understandinga and attitudes dcieN Kate have after reading the
translation by Chapman? What qualities in this translation helped
to bring about these understenangs in Keats? What is the significance
of Keats' identification with astronomers and explorers who experienced moments of discovery? How does Xeats feel now that he

too is a "discoverer".

"3 Captain! My Captain!"
by Walt -:*.thitman

0 Captain! my Captain ! our fearful trip is done,
The ship has weather'd every rack,, the prize vie sought is won,
The port is near, the bells I hear; the people all exulting,
While follow eyes the steady keel, the vessel grim and daring;

But 0 heart! heart! heart!

0 the bleeling drops of red,
Where on the deck ray Captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead.

0 Captain! my Captain! rise up and hear the bells;
Rise upfor you the flag is flungfor you the bugle trills,
For you bouquets and ribbonid vrreattu3for you the shores a-crowding,
For you they call, the swaying mass, their eager faces turning;
Here Captain! dear father!
The 1,1rm beneath your head!

It is some dream that on the deck,
You've fallen cold. and dead.

14 Captain does not ansvier, his lips are pale and still,
father does not feel my arm, he has no pulse nor will,
The ship is anchor'd safe and Gould, its voyage closed and done,
From fear fu/ trip the victor ship comes in with object won;
Arult 0 shores, and ring 0 hells!
- But I with mournful tread,
Walk the deck my. Captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead.

-51.0

Read the poem "3 Captain! My Captain!". and .write six sentences
tellies; what you think happens in this twenty-four line poem.
You will find it helpful to make your sentences correspond to the
six, four-line units that make up the poem.

20

Each of the three stanzas concludes with four lines that are very
different in form frora the first four lines. chat is the rhyme pattern
in the second four lines? What is the stress pattern? What kind of
stanza could this be called?

3,

Longfellow's poem. "The Ship of State" concludes with the following
lines:

Thou, too, sail on, 0 Ship of State I
Sail on, 3 Uigo, strong and great!
Humanity with all its fears,
With all the hopes of future years,
Is hanging breathless on thy fate
We know what Master laid thy keel,
What Workmen wrought thy ribs of steel,
Who made each mast, and sail, and rope,
What anvils rang, what hammers beat,
In what a forge, and what a heat
Were shaped the anchors of thy hope!
Fear not each sudden sound and shock,
'Tis of the wave and not the rock;
'Tie but the flapping of the sail,
And not a rent made by the gale I
In spite of rock and tempest's roar,
In spite of false lights on the shore,
cr., nor fear to breast the sea!
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee,

Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,
Our faith triumphant oIer our fears,

Are all with thee --are all with thee I

In this passage, the poet is using the ship as a symbol for the nation.
Could Walt Whitman be using the ship in the same way in "0 Captain!
Iy CaptO.la! "? Find out when Walt Whitman live& When did
the Civil War take place? Who was the President of the United
States during the Civil ":7ar? How did Abraham Lincoln meet his
death? Do you think that "0 Captain! My Captain!" is about
Abraham Lincoln? Write a paragraph stating what you think this
poem is really about.
4,

In answering the second question, you observed the differences
in form between the first four lines and the last four lines in each
stanza. There are also contrasts or contradictions in the content
of the first four lines and the last four. Discuss these differences,
The use of such contrasts is a conscious device of the writer known
as antithe is which we can define as an opposition or contrast of

ideas. Considering the subject of "0 Captain! My Captain!"
do you think 17Thitman's use of antithesis was wise? How does the
s
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deference in form between the first four lines and the last four lines
in each stanza together with.the use of antithesis contribute to the
total effect of the poem?
"Stopping By Woods On A Snowy Evening"

by Robert Frost
(For text, see Complete Poems of Robert ."E' jrost Holt,

Rinehart, &Winston; New York,--iailiZ 275.)
Questions
1.

Where is the narrator and what is he doing?

2.

Does he seem to be at home in his surroundings?

3.

Why did he stop? Is this clearly stated in the poem?

Why might his horse think it queer to stop in this lonely but
beautiful spot? What might the owner think about someone stopping
in his woods? Does stanza one suggest personality differences of
both men?
4.

Notice the concrete imagery in stanzas one and two. What do
they have in common? How do the concrete words in stanza three
differ from those in stanzas one and.two?
5.

Determine the rhyme scheme of these three stanzas. In what
way does it help shape the various images presented?
6.

7,

Could Robert Frost have ended his poem with the third stanza?

Read the complete poem, What would you say is the attitude of
the narrator toward his subject?
8.
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Study the final stanza. I,Cight the narrator be concerned with more
than just the experience of enjoying a lovely natural scene? Notice all
the long vowels in this Stanza. What do they tend to do to the line?
Why is the latit line repeated?,

10. Now work back through the poem. Might the following
following words represent
h "easysomething beside their literal meanings: "woods, "
wind, " "-downy flake, "- "house"?

U. vast promises in /de must one keep?
12. How do you interpret "sleep"?
13, How far must one travel before he sleeps?
"The Song of the Chattahoochee"

by Sidney Lanier
Out of the hills of Habersharn,
Down the valleys of Hall,
I burry amain to reach the plain,
Run the rapid and leap the fall,
Split at the rock and together again,
Accept ray bed, or narrow or wide,
And flee from folly on every side
With a lover's pain to attain the plain
Far frma the hills of Habersham,
Far from the valleys of Hall.
AU down the hills of Habersham,
All through the valleys of Hall,

The rushes cried, Abide, abide,
The willful waterweeds held ate thrall,
The laving laurel turned by tide,
The ferns and the fondling grass said Stay,
The dewberry dipped for to work delay,
And the little reeds sighed, Abide, abide,
Here in the hills of Habersham,
Here in the valleys of Hall.
High o'er the hills of Habersham,
Veiling the valleys of Hall4
The hickory told me manifold
Fair tales of shade, the poplar tall.
Wrought me her shadowy self to hold,
The chestnut, the oak, the walnut, the pine
Overleaning, with flickering meaning and sign,
Said, Pass not, so cold, these manifold
Deep shades of the hills of Haberaham,
These glades in the valleys of Hall.

x.

JSS
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-8And oft in the hills of Tiabersham,
And oft in the valleys of. Hall,
The while quartz shone, and the smooth brook-stone
Did bar :2,e of passage with friendly brawl,
And zaarya luminous jewel lone

- Crystals clear or a-cloud with mist,
Ruby, garnet, and amethyst Made lures with the lights of streaming stone
In the clefts of the hills of Habersham,
In the beds of the valleys of Hall.

But oh, not the hills of Habersham,
And oh, not the valleys of Hall
Avail: I am fain for to water the plain.
Downward the voices of Duty call Downward, to toil and be mixed with the main;
The dry fields burn, and the mills are to turn,
And a myriad flowers mortally yearn,
And the lordly main from beyond the plain
Calls o'er the hills of Habersham,
Calls through the valleys of Hall.

Daum
Habersham and Hall : counties in Lanier's native state of Georgia

amain (6 - main')

at full speed.

thrall Mira

enslaved

manifold

:

plentiful and varied, as in "our manifold benefits."

I am fain

:

poetic for "I desire" or "I wish."

main

:

poetic for the sea.

questions
1.

The Chatahoochee River rises in Habershati County in northeastern
Georgia, Sidney Lanierts home State, and flows southwest through
the adjoining county of Hall. To whom or what does "I" refer in
line three? What figure of speech is employed when an inanimate
object or abstract idea is given personal attributes? List other
examples of this figure of speech which you find in this poem.

2.

Stanzas in poetry often perform the function of paragraphs in prose.
Write five brief paragraphs that relate what is happening in each
stanza.

3.

Stanza one gives a fairly full description of the path of the Chattahoochee.
Libt specific details.
1
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4._

Although the river is singing the song of its journey, the reader
can certainly parallel the river's journey with his own life. What is
the poet saying-about devotion to duty or about facing the temptations
of life that -call man from his duty?: Can you identif the three
kinds of temptations presented in- stanzas 2, 3, and 4?
.

5.

List the last word of-each line in The five stanzas and indicate the.
rhyme scheme.. ..7hat effect is, achieved by having lines nine and
ten rhyme with lines one and two? What effect is achieved by
having the saine rhyrlie -scheme 1de/1.th:stanza?
-

(.30

.

In addition to the tozaplex end-rhyme scheme, Sidney. I.-..snier intro.;
duced:rbymes within the lines. -This method of achieving sound

effects is called internal thyme. List several examples of internal rhyme.
7.

Aniong the devices the poet uses to achieve musicality is alliteration.
Locate several examples of its. use.

u.

The words "hills of Eabersham" and "valley of Hall" appear in
the first, second, ninth, and tenth lines of each stanza. Poets use
repetition to achieve sound effects and-sometimes to advance the
action. Thus, in stanza three, lines one and two talk about. locale;
lines nine and ten coziplete line eight and advance the action. Can
you recall the technical name for repetition which not only repeats
something from a preceding stanza but also varies the line and
advances the meaning of the narrative? -.That kind of poem employs
this kind of repetition frequently?

9.

In the opening stanza, the river is described as hurrying "with a
lovers pain to attain the :lain." In the closing stanza, duty
directs. the river toward its goal. Do you think love and duty are
basically the same?
motives does man have in performing
the duties of his particular state in life?
.

10. Does the poet seem to moralize or is the poem handled in such a
way that the obvious parallel between the life of the river and the
life of man does not tend to dominate the poem? If it does dominate,
does this seem to weakenthe poem?
.

11. "The Song of the Brook". by Alfred Lord Tennyson is similar to
The Song of the Chattahoochee" in that the brook tells of its journey
as does Lanier's. river. Read Tennyson's poem carefully and' see .
if you can discover the basic difference between this' poem and
Lanier's. Do not concern yourself with obvious differences in form.
"The Song of the Brook"

by Alfred Lord Tennyson

I come from haunts of coot and kern,
I make a sudden sally,
And sparkle out among the fern,
To bicker down a valley,.

414

1,4

.hillg Ikurry _down.

Pr: sliptetwoen4h6; riites;
'Ey Wei*, thotpai ra little town,
:And :half -a_ hunclred. bridges,
Till last by. Philie-s-farlta fla
To join the -br#nrointriVer,
For men may coins and men: may go,
;But I go-factor:ever,'

I chatter over stony ways,
In little sharps and trebles,
I bubble into eddying bays,
I.babble on the pebbles.

.

With many a curve my banks I fret
By many a field and fallow,

And many a-fairy foreland at

:":14.th willow-weed and Mallow.

I chatter, clatter,. as 'flow
To foin the brimming river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for ever,
I wind about, and in and out,
With here a blossom sailing,
And here and there a lusty trout,
And here and there a grayling,
And here and there a foamy flake

Upon me, as I travel

With many a silvery water-break
Above the golden gravel,

And draw them all along, and flow
. To join the brimming
river,
For men may come and men may go,
But I go on for aver.

I steal by lawns and grassy plots,
I slide by.hazel covers;
I move the ism* forget-me-nots
That grow forkzippy lovers.
I slip*

gloorai: ,I glance,
Among-my -akhntriing: swallows;

I make the zsetted sunbeam dace
Apiarist my sv.ratar shallows,

a

;
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I Murmur Under raoon:And stars-.
Ini-Srambly,AvilderneSSW
I 12flg1' :by -my-sliingty-bars
I 'loiter .routtd3roricrosses;

And out again I curve and flow
To join the brimming river-.,-men-niay come and men may go,
.But -1 to- on for ;ever.
.

"The Chambered Nautilus'.
by Oliver Wendell Holmes

This is the ship of pearl, whichi-poets.feign,
Sail-LB-the unshadOWed

main:
The venturous bark that 'flings..

On -the. sweet sUrnme)r wind its purpled Wings
In gtilfs-encharited,----wherethe Siren sings,

And coral reefs Us:barer
Where the cold sea-maids rise to sun their streaming, hair,
its-weba of living gauze', no more unfurl;
!reeked is the ship. of pearl!
And every phamlwed cell,
Where itsdimArea.minglife was wont to dwell,
As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell,.
I3efore thee lies 'revealed, -"Its irised ceiling rent, its sunless crypt unsealed!

Year after year beheld the silent toil
That spread. J:
coil;
Still,, as the spiral grew,
He left the past year's dwellIng for the new,
Stole. with.soft step its. shining archway-through,Built up its idle door,
Stretched his last-40una -horile,: and In:3w the old no more:.
.

Thanks for theheaveay -message brought by thee,
Child of the wandering sea,
-Cast from her lap.- forlorn!

irVona "thy dead:lip:IA :clear.ernOte--is:- born

Than ever Triton :blew from wreathed horn!
Whiltuorrmine--ear
Througkthe-4e0p6caves ofithought -Ira- voice that

,

ar

--
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Build thee mare stately mansions, 0 my soul,

v.*

As the swift. ,season=s roll!
Leave thy lowinvaUllted past)

Let each :new tempie, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more
Till thOu at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell. by life's wresting sea !
.

.

.

-

questions-

.

-

I. Many poets are close observers of nature and.find innature a source
of inspiration. Oliver Wendell Holmes is such a poet. Read "The

Chambered Nautilus` carefully and then consider the following:
(a) What colors does the poet observe in the shell?
(b) Describe the-usual. habitat of the nautilus.
(c) What unique habits- does the nautilus have?
(d) Vni-it does the poet call the nautilus his "child of the wandering
sea'?
(e) What does the poet tell his- eoul?
The poet does not tell-you very mitch about the "I" in his poem,
but you are always free to speculate, and to form definite opinions
Which you Can defend by specific reference- to the poem. With this
in mind, answer the following. questions:
(a) Do you think the poet, Holmes, and the speaker in the poem
are the same person? Can you defend your opinion by specific
reference to the poem, or is your answer mere speculation?
Is your understanding of the poem lessened if you do bat know
who "I" is? On the other hand, would you have understood
"0 Captain! My Captain!" you did not know about Walt
Whitman?
.

(b) Where does the poem take place? Is this a sea coast setting?
Or is the setting the writer's study? What other settings
might be possible?
.

(c) Do you think there. is more- than one person in the poem?:
(d) What Id:lid of person is the- speaker?

3,

What is the rhyme scheme in this poem?

4.

Much of the poetic, quality of the poem depends on the use of alliteration.

Find as many examples of alliteration as you can.
5.

Consider the poem's structure. Obviously; there are five stanzas, but
do you-see another logical dirdsion inthe,poom which is determined by
the qpiitent of. the. poem and by the attitude of the writer?
Do you think the lesson the poet learned from the nautilus is, a good

,
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1. -The poet -Sigiake-"br
iiiiiiibeadming. tete:When. it leaves
"outgrown
shell by Life's unreeling sea, Do you think the .poet
means
to
,imply
that man Will never- know freedom Or joy u
after he diett- Or
does he "imply that 'over -ititachtiient to the world:
and the pings of
the world imprison manta real self? -'t.A. Noiseless. Patient Spieler"

by Artat Whipp4n

.

A noiseless patient sp..t.er,
I mark'd where on a: little promontory it stood isolated,
'Mailed- how to explore the vacant vast surrounding,
It launch'd forth filament,: filament, filament, out of
Ever-unreeling them,e'Ver tirelessly speeding them.
Ancl you 0 my soul where-you-stand, .
Surrounded, detached, in-n_ieatureless oceans of apace,.
Ceaseleisly: musing, venturing, throwing, seeking the spheres
to connect them..
Till the bridge you will. need_ be forni'd; till the ductile anchor
hold,
Ti the gossamer thread you fling catch somewhere, 0 my
soul.
Guestions.
1.

Whitman doesn't describe the physical appearance of the spider?,
but he gives the reader a .clear picture of its habits and characteristics. List as many of these as you can.

2. Whitman uses the spiclerts experiences to illuminate the
of his soli. Do youleel that the poet is oritimistic about experiences
the final,
accosiplialithints. of his soul?
Give reasons for your aniswers.
The second stanza is not complete in the sense that a sentence
fra.gmeet is used. Can you think why Whitman might have written
the stanza this way?
4.

Does the poet use end rhyme? Is there any uniform pattern: of stressed
and unstressed sy 'Itables in this poem? Ask your teacher to tell you
the technical name-given to a, poem that has no end. rhyme and no
specific rhyme pattern.

5. A nursery rhyme which you heard as a child may have helped to color
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yoUr attitude toward spideraw Remember how little Miss 'delft
Wasittightena441*-a-7spideikand,i,an'titiay?-'Deta
-poem
It*Alf qiyieftecti on yciitel(tPitUdet":46Ward

---seem=hatioh...0r-riot amble- to poetry?
7.-,no -yoix think' tielfe-petitWor

-.the-total poem? -
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several **yds has- any-effect on
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!'Sea. Fever'

john Ma sefieid

(For texts see 'rbe= Colleted. Poems of-John Masefiel
Wina lieinemarint latd, London, .193111pp. 2 ..27e
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Skiestions

1. X4 Jil!=f*:6!ntelleeS,
.

2.

_

up AY4st this Po_T.11 is.,about.

y

Biwa the poein again: What can you discover bout the narrator?
is he,r4i,uw or. old?
01414g .tbe: seas? Is-he relating a
par cular voyage? _What j?hases
ddes he suggest
eaCh

In the first stinza the imagery appeals to what sense? In the
sesond;itanza? Jim, are the images-of stenza three different

from those in :stanzas one and two? To. what do these images
appeal? 'Which Stanza presents the most general images?
4..

.

The early inhabitants of England (Anglo-Saxons) used compound
*brdsi. .called kennings, in their poetry to create a very condensed
pictUre of what they wanted to say. For example the famous
Anglo Saxon
.

.

dory pop_M-BeOwulf hag this quality, its hero Beowulf-is sometimes

called "waigiliritter" (he was an excellent swimmer); the ocean
is called-iNbalrOad,. and a shipis; tailed "oarwsteed, 11 Can.
.

.

you locate .anyItord pictures in-. "Sea Fever" ..that remind you of.the
s.

.

5, Does the lastline orthepoeni suggest more than one meaning? What
meaning woulcl you- give to "sleep" ?- What does" the long

mean? What additional meaning might it imply?

6,

_Scan thelioem,. Try to determe.,-1 the two- basic patterrs of meter.
Red the first. line of the poem..ina natural Manner. Do you read it
in the fo]lowing. manner?

nIst

,

tY) trie sfia hal,

ge
eio4ifyahadtes.

How Many stresses are in this line? 'Notice the two types of 'feet:
the iamb (v/ ) and the anapest (vi /).. Now see whether the remaining
lines of the poem contain seven stresses to each line and a similar
rhythm. pattern. Which seems to be the more important foot, the
iamb or the. anapest? Why do you think John Masefield chose this.
rhythm:-fot his subjett?
7s.

F:hat:49ortsofthrne scheme appears in each stanza? In stanza one,
"shy",
"by ' rhy.i.ne.and "shaking" and 'breaking" rhyme. How.
would you mark them? Does.this pattern hold true for stanzas two
and three?
.

8.

Sometimes poets will arrange to have an unstressed syllable at the
end of a line, The syllable is called a feminine ending. Line three
in stanza 'one illustrates this:
.

"And the wheel's kick and the wind's song and the white sail's
shaking"
How many other lines f:ontain feminine endings? Why do you think a
poet uses these endings?
9," Read the poem once more. What sort of feeling does it give you?:

"The Lake isle of Inrdsfree"
by William Butler Yeats

ival arise. 404 go_novri andLgo to Innlsfree,

And a small cabin build there, of clay and
wattles made;
Nine beawrows will I have there a hive for
the bvneybee
.' And :live -alcifieriwthe beeoloud glade.
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.:Atid I thin have *son*: peace.therer for pencecomes dropping plow,
.
-Diopping'frOM the voi(s- of the moray. tty'Whete'the criaketSings; 2
There midi-lighted all a-glimmer, and noon- a
:

.

ApgloW

*And evening

.

.

of the linnet's wings..-

Wilt, arise and go nOW,, for always night-tux!-

;;

.

I hear lace Water Upping wfth -1o* sounds
by the shore;
While I stand on the roadway, or on the. pavements grey,-

r

-.

I hear it in the deep heart's core.
a

estio.ns
.

.

one of
Innisfree is a little island located in Lough Gill (Lake
Ireland's Many lakes. As a boy, William Butler Yeats. knew of this
Now, as a mature poet, lie is -determined to return to
Innisfree, -What (Wei; he plaiito do on the island?:
2,

Yeatir .depends heavily on sight iind sound images to develop his thought.
List all the things you see and hear as you read through the poem.

3.

Besides telling the reader directly what kind of sounds are associated
with hilitale- (the. cricket singing, "the bee-loud glade")) ,-.the poet
uses other ;devices deSigned to develop musicality. Toil have
'already learned- several of these devices in your study of poetry.
Identify the figure-of speech used in the following:

(a) "a hive for the honeybee."
(b) "I hear lake. water lapping with low sounds by the shore;"
.

4.

What is the rhyme scheme in each stanza?'
What obvious punctuation difference.do- yizu Fee between the ending

of fine' nine and as the other lines? What determines end punctuation?
Agdif .your.,
teacher to =Plain thelerms enctistopped" Arad "runon.

174at i;Wyou-cibiteitye. regatding punctuation itt.lines .1, 2), 3, 5, 7, 9,
and lit '--Read these lineat; -giVing:speCial attention to the punctuation.
Yatiryteitcher will tell-you the technical name for such ,a midivause
in.-a line.
"- and-third-lines in each stanza compare in

the
length iiiththeloUrthline? -Ansiverthis 'question-by cc
stressed syllables. Th will be easier to count if you consider the
syllable before the mid- ne comma to be unstressed.
t
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Stanza two talks about the peace and rest the poet hopes to find on
Innisfree. Read stanzas one and two aloud several times. See if you
can 'Sense the slower pace of stanza two. Can you see anything in
the structure of the stanza that produces this slower pace?

9.. To wit dO.the "roadway"- and the; "paveinent:grey!!
may be easier to answer if you recall the kind of place to which the.
poet wisheS..to go. Obviously, "pavement grey ". is only a part of
this place .which the poet wishes to. leave, This is a figure of_ speech
called metonymy. A dictionary will define this term for-you.

.

_

rrn.

-

10. The poet says that he will arise and go to Imislree. Do you think
that he is as much concerned with the place as he is with what he
knows he will find there? Explain your answer?
uNrr SUMMJ

Now that you have read and studied a number of poems, yoti will find
that you have added a great deal to your knovdgdge of literature. You
can now draw several important -conclusioru3 wlf:ch we hinted at in the
introduction. -First observe
caution. Never lose sight of the fact
that one reason why literatureone
is important is that it enables you to participate, in a very real sense, in the experience presented by the author.
Such participation broadens your horizons and acquaints you will people,
things, and events which you might never confront dig ectly. You are,
through the study of literature, able to become a more complete human
being and therefore a happier one.
Consider now a few of the conclusions that can be safely made about
poetry, Your understanding of a poem sometimes depends on biographical,
historical, pftychological, philosophict*, or linguistic information..
By reading .7'0 Captain! lily Captain!' you were carried back in time

to the assassination of President Lincoln, Your response to the poem
was undoubtedly more sensitive than the response of students a decade
ago for you have witnessed the_assassination of a President and know
the full horror of such a deed.. Whitman diiguised the subject of his
poem almost as if he felt the tragedy was too shocking for human comprehension. So his poem, apart from being an unusually sensitive account of
a terrible crime, is a fine exaMple of the kind-of informatbm needed if.
you are to grasp the poet's meaning. You needed to understand the use
of symbolism to see that the Captain is really President Lincoln, and
you needed to know a little about Whitman. With this knowledge the poem
unfolds. "On First Looking into Chapman's' Homer" provides a further
example. You needed to know, among other things, a little history.
Emily Dickinson's tricks with syntax and Masefield's interesting use of
word combinations needed consideration before your understanding was
sufficiently complete. Poetry, then, cannot be studied in an intellectual
vacuum.

A second observation that can be made is that a poem is the sum total
of all of its parts. The st. ja-tct, the poetic elements (form), and the
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poeti.s "attitude to his subject (mint of view) can be viewed separately for
the purposes of sharpeLing yoTperception, but eventually the poem must be
viewed as a whole, Do not fail to read a poem again after you have
studied it- stanza by stanza and line"by line. It is interesting to take-.. . .
a clock apart ;to see how it works, but you must put it together again or
you have destroy.._ the clock even though you have not injured any single
part.. Studying a poem is much the same. If you fail to put the poem.
together again, you will destroy it. Any one. of the poems you have
studied in.this unit exemplifies-this point..
_

II

s.

.

e

As a reader, you can claim. only partial understAnding of a _selection
-.unless you become involved hi the experiencepresented by the poet.
Can you accept the challenge that Whitman gave himself in "A Noiseless
Patient Spider"? Can you feel the loneliness that Yeats felt when he

walked the cold, gray London. Areets and longed for his Lake 11.11e?
The westions you answered and the class discussions you had helped you
to explore, but your final reactions came from the poem itself.
A final valid conclusion that can be made now that yoU have completed
this unit is that, within certain limits, complex and symbolic poems may
have more than One valid interpretation. Naturally, an interpretation,
to be valid, must be supported by the text. The significance of this
possibility for you as a reader is that your understanding and appreciation
of poetry will grow as you become wiser and more experienced. You
may not, for example, be able to understand fully the challenge Whitman
gave his soul because you may not as yet be aware of your place in the
measureless oceans of space"; but when you read this poem, as a senior,
your response should be much richer.

Remember these points as you continue your study of poetry.
You will find that your response to poetry will be much more complete
and satisfactory..
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